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Abstract. We give an abstract account of resource bounded reducibil-

ities as exempli ed by the polynomial time or logarithmically space
bounded reducibilities of Turing, truth-table, and many-one type. We
introduce a small set of axioms which are satis ed for most of the speci c resource bounded reducibilities which appear in the literature. Some
of the axioms are of a more algebraic nature, such as the requirement
that the reducibility under consideration is a re exive relation, while
others are formulated in terms of recursion theory and for example are
related to delayed computations of arbitrary recursive sets. We discuss
basic consequences of these axioms and their relation to previous axiomatic approaches by Mehlhorn [31], Schmidt [41], Mueller [37], and, in
a context of relativized Blum measure, by Lynch et al. [26].
As main technical result we show that for every reducibility which satis es our axioms, every countable distributive lattice can be embedded
into every proper interval of the structure induced on the recursive sets.
This result extends a corresponding result for polynomial time bounded
reducibilities due to Ambos-Spies [1], as well as work by Mehlhorn [31].
Mehlhorn shows from an apparently more restrictive set of assumptions
that the recursive sets form a dense structure and claims that in fact
every countable partial ordering can be embedded into every proper interval of the recursive sets.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction and Overview

Reducibilities such as truth-table reducibility 2 tt or polynomial time bounded
Turing reducibility PT are e ective in the sense that a fact such as APT B
implies that A is equal to e(B) for some e in !. Here we denote by e the
partial recursive functional computed by the e-th oracle Turing machine Te . Such
e ective reducibilities are usually de ned via appropriately constraining Turing
reducibility, that is, a set A will be reducible to a set B i A is equal to e (B)
for some e where e and B satisfy certain conditions. Standard examples for such
conditions are given by restrictions on the way Te might access its oracle, such
as for reducibilities of many-one type, and by bounds on the amount of resources
Te might use, such as for time or space bounded reducibilities. Often we can put
the restrictions on the oracle B and the Turing machine performing a reduction
into a convenient general form. For example if r is any of the usual time or
space bounded reducibilities, then there is some recursive set E such that for all
subsets A and B of ! we have
A r B i 9e 2 E A = e(B)
(1)
and where in addition E contains only indices of recursive functionals, that is,
of partial recursive functionals which are de ned for all oracles and number
arguments. This feature of time and space bounded reducibilities suggests the
following generalization: a binary relation r on 2! is a bounded reducibility i
there is a recursive set E such that E contains only indices of total recursive
functionals and satis es (1).
The concept bounded reducibility indeed comprises most of the resource
bounded reducibilities which can be found in the literature. Now for several
of these speci c bounded reducibilities it is known that the respective structures induced on the recursive sets resemble one another w.r.t. properties such
as density or embeddability of lattices. These similarities suggest that to some
extent non-trivial structural properties of bounded reducibilities might be developed within a generalized or axiomatic approach to bounded reducibilities.
However, as we will show in Example 11, even such a basic result as the density
of the structure induced on the recursive sets is false for bounded reducibilities in
general. This indicates that there is no hope for deriving interesting structural
results about bounded reducibilities without adding further conditions or axioms which for example assure nice algebraical properties, such as the existence
of least upper bounds for the reducibility under consideration, or which provide,
2

We introduce the speci c reducibilities used as examples by informal descriptions.
Full de nitions can be found in Sect. 2.7 or in the textbooks by Balcazar et al. [6, 7]
and by Odifreddi [38].
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intuitively speaking, a minimal amount of computational power that can be used
in reducing one set to another. In fact, a major part of the burden in developing
an abstract approach to bounded reducibilities consists in the design of a small
and intuitively meaningful set of such additional conditions which on the one
hand is general enough to be widely applicable, but on the other hand is strong
enough to imply interesting consequences.
Our abstract approach to resource bounded reducibilities is based on the the
concept standard reducibility as introduced in Sect. 2.6. Archetypal examples of
standard reducibilities on 2! are polynomial time bounded Turing reducibility
PT and logarithmic space (logspace) bounded many-one reducibility log
m . The
de nition of standard reducibility excludes bounded reducibilities arising from
more restricted models of computations such as Turing reducibility con ned to
constant space or the reducibility P1 , that is, the variant of polynomial time
bounded many-one reducibility where the reduction functions are required to be
1:1.
In Sect. 3, we derive some basic properties of standard reducibilities and
we discuss their relations with other abstract approaches to resource bounded
reducibilities. The main technical result on standard reducibilities of this paper
is shown in Sect. 4: every countable distributive lattice can be embedded into
every proper interval of the structure induced on the recursive sets with least or
greatest element preserved.

1.2 Related Work

Research on bounded reducibilities usually does not deal with the structure induced on all sets by the reducibility under consideration, but with the substructures induced on the class REC of recursive subsets of !. Early results obtained
for the structures (REC; PT ) and (REC; Pm ) evolving from polynomial time
bounded Turing and many-one reducibility are the density of the structures and
the existence of minimal pairs, both due to Ladner [23]. Then Machtey [28] constructed a minimal pair of sets computable in exponential time, and Landweber
et al. [25] further improved on this: actually any recursive set strictly above ;
bounds a minimal pair. More precisely, in case r is equal to PT or to Pm , we
obtain that
 the structure (REC; r ) is dense, that is, if A and B are recursive sets where
A<r B , then there is a recursive set C such that A<r C<r B,
 the structure (REC; r ) contains minimal pairs, that is, there are recursive
sets A1 and A2 where, rstly, ;<r A1 and ;<r A2 , and, secondly, for all recursive sets C the facts C r A1 and C r A2 together imply C r ;;
moreover, minimal pairs exist below any recursive set B strictly above ;,
that is, if ;<r B holds for a recursive set B, then there are recursive sets A1
and A2 as above which are both r - reducible to B.
4

Subsequently this results were extended and the presentation of their proofs was
substantially improved by several authors including Mehlhorn [29, 31], Chew
and Machtey [15], Balcazar and Daz [5], and Schoning [42, 43]. Then AmbosSpies [1] showed a general embedding theorem which contains several preceding
results as special cases: if r is equal to PT , to Pm , or to one of several variants
of polynomial time bounded truth table reducibility Ptt , then

 every countable distributive lattice can be embedded (as a lattice) into any
proper interval of (REC; r ) with least or greatest element preserved.
From this result we obtain for example Ladner's density result by embedding
the three-element total ordering into a given proper interval, and the existence
of minimal pairs below a recursive set B which is strictly above ; follows by embedding the four-element Boolean algebra below B with least element preserved.
Already in [23], Ladner pointed out that his results go through for rather general
types of time, respectively space, bounded reducibilities. Subsequently also the
stronger results mentioned were transferred to bounded reducibilities which are
not de ned by polynomial time bounds.

 Serna proved in her doctoral dissertation that (REC; NC ) is dense and
contains minimal pairs below any set strictly above ;.
 Vollmer [48] extends the results on lattice embeddings due to Ambos-Spies
to the relation log
m and to other reducibilities de ned in terms of logarithmic
1

space bounds, and he indicates how the proof of the original result can be
transferred from polynomial time to logarithmic space.

The facts that several bounded reducibilities bear similar structural properties
and, what is more, that the same proof techniques apply in the di erent cases
suggest that there might be an axiomatic framework in which at least for a subclass of all bounded reducibilities common properties can be derived from general
conditions or axioms. We conclude this section by a non-exhaustive survey on
work in this direction.
First, there is work on structural properties of bounded reducibilities by
Basu [8], Mehlhorn [29, 31], Mueller [37], and Schmidt [41], which is carried
out within axiomatizations which allow a uniform treatment of a wide class of
resource bounded reducibilities. Our generalized approach is closely related to
the work of the latter three authors, while Basu's axiom system is designed to
be used in connection with reducibilities between functions and is to general if
applied to reducibilities between sets. In Sect. 3.7, we give a sketchy survey on
the axiomatizations of the other three authors. There we focus on the work of
Mehlhorn who has been most in uential to our approach via his concept delayed
simulation.
5

Next there are appealing approaches which have apparently less bearing on
the work presented here. Lynch, Meyer, and Fischer [26] obtain interesting and
rather general results by extending the concept of Blum measure to relativized
computations; we brie y discuss their work in Sect. 3.5. Book, Du and Russo,
see [10] and the references cited there, extend previous work on polynomial
time complexity cores to complexity cores which are de ned w.r.t. countable
or recursively presentable classes which satisfy properties such as being closed
under nite join and under nite variation.
Further there are approaches which are not completely satisfactory in our
view, because time and space bounds are treated separately. These approaches,
as exempli ed by Sect.6 of Ladner [23], usually amount to considering reducibilities de ned by classes of time or space bounds which satisfy certain properties
such as including functions which grow suciently fast. In addition there are
approaches such as [27] and [30] where the authors claim that their results hold
for a wide class of bounded reducibilities, but fail to give an exhaustive list of
the assumptions they work from. For example in [30] it is stated that subrecursive degrees are always half of a minimal pair of recursive sets. However,
in the corresponding proof more speci c assumptions are used and in particular, as Mehlhorn remarks in [31, p.164], the methods used are not applicable to
polynomial time bounded reducibilities (see also Remark 59).
There are recent axiomatic approaches to resource bounded reducibilities in
the context of separations by random oracles, Almost classes, and bounded error
probabilistic classes by Book, Lutz, and Wagner [11], Book, Vollmer, and Wagner
[12, 13], by Merkle and Wang [35], and by Regan and Royer [40]. Recall in this
connection that a binary relation on 2! is a bounded reducibility i it can be
de ned via some recursive set of indices of recursive functionals. In the papers
cited, a more general concept of reducibilities is considered where both e ectivity
conditions have been dropped. The results obtained for reducibilities of this
general type rely heavily on the fact that the concepts involved are formulated
in terms of measure theory, and that accordingly some of the proof techniques
employed do not involve any form of e ectivity.
Finally we give references to further work on standard reducibilities. In [33],
a result on polynomial time bounded reducibilities due to Ambos-Spies [2] is
extended to standard reducibilities: every recursive set which is r - hard for
some recursively presentable r - ideal I is half of an exact pair for I where
the other half is also recursive. In [32], it is shown that for a transitive standard
reducibility of 1-tt-type the structure of recursive degrees is a distributive u.s.l.
and its two-quanti er theory is decidable. Here the latter result is based on the
analysis of similar problems given by Ambos-Spies et al. in [4].
6

In [32], the concept bounded relation is introduced. Formally,a binary relation
on 2! is bounded i there is a recursive predicate R where we have
A r B

i

9e 2 !8i 2 ! R(A; B; e; i)

(2)

for all sets A and B. Observe that bounded relations are a strict extension of
the concept bounded reducibility. Firstly, every bounded reducibility is also a
bounded relation because (1) can be rewritten in the form of (2). Secondly,
the nonuniform reducibility Pm=log is a bounded relation but not a bounded
reducibility: the relation satis es (2) for some appropriate predicate R, however, each set in 2! has uncountably many predecessors w.r.t. Pm=log , while for
bounded reducibilities every set has at most countably many predecessors.
In [32] it is shown that the result on lattice embeddings for standard reducibilities extends from bounded reducibilities to bounded relations, and that
in fact both results carry over over to accordingly de ned relations on !! by
minor adaptations to the proofs. In [34], structural properties of approximation
preserving reducibilities between NP optimization problems such as the relation
L introduced by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [39] are analyzed in terms of
bounded relations on !! .

1.3 A Glimpse Beyond Recursive Sets and Bounded Reducibilities
The axiomatic approach developed in the sequel is meant to capture bounded
reducibilities and bounded relations on the recursive sets and functions. One
might ask whether the axiomatic approach can be extended, rstly, in order to
comprise nonrecursive sets and functions and, secondly, such that we do not
only comprise a reasonable subclass of the bounded reducibilities, but also some
non-bounded reducibilities such as T or tt.
Regarding an extension to nonrecursive sets, note that Ladner's density result [23] extends to (2! ; PT ), as can be shown by an adaptation of the standard
looking back or slow diagonalization method. This adaptation, which is usually
attributed to Shinoda, works by inspecting longer and longer initial segments of
the nonrecursive oracle, instead of performing a simulating computation w.r.t.
initial segments of a recursive oracle as in the standard construction used for recursive sets. Thus the adapted construction can neither be applied to reducibilities, say, of many-one type where the number of accessible places of the oracle is
bounded by some constant, nor to honest reducibilities such as the reducibility
Ph?T , that is, the honest version of polynomial time bounded Turing reducibility where larger and larger initial segments of the oracle cannot be accessed due
to the restriction that the length of every oracle query has to be polynomially
related to the length of the current number input. In view of the failure of the
looking-back technique, one might ask whether the structures induced on all sets
7

in 2! by these reducibilities fail to be dense, or more speci cally, whether there
is a minimal set w.r.t. these reducibilities, that is, whether there is some set B
such that every set which is strictly below B w.r.t. the reducibility under consideration is already computable in polynomial time. Observe that by density
of the corresponding structures induced on the recursive sets, such a minimal
set cannot be recursive. Homer [17, 18, 19] shows that there are no minimal
degrees in the case of Pm , while on the other hand the assumption P = NP
implies that there are minimal sets for Ph?T . Improving on the latter result,
Ambos-Spies shows in [3] that the assumption P = NP in fact implies the existence of a recursively enumerable Ph?T - minimal set. These results show that
unless we proof that NP di ers from P , we cannot come up with an axiomatic
approach which, rstly, allows to derive the density of the nonrecursive sets and,
secondly, comprises the relation Ph?T . This indicates that if we want to extend
the axiomatic approach in order to obtain results about structural properties of
nonrecursive sets such as the density of the structure, then most likely we will
end up with a more restrictive set of axioms which for example excludes the
reducibility Ph?T .
Next we discuss extensions of the axiomatic approach to more powerful reducibilities introduced in recursion theory such as truth-table reducibility tt,
Turing reducibility T , or the non-e ective reducibility a , where Aa B holds
for sets A and B i A is in the arithmetical hierarchy relativized to B. Observe
that for these reducibilities every recursive set is reducible to all other set, and
hence none of these reducibilities is bounded, because otherwise by simple diagonalization we could construct a recursive set which is not reducible to the
empty set w.r.t. the reducibility in question.
In fact, the structure induced on the recursive sets by the bounded reducibility PT and the structure induced on the recursive enumerable sets by the nonbounded reducibility T bear some similarities, for example both are dense and
possess minimal pairs, see Soare [47] and Ladner [23], respectively. However,
there seems to be little hope for deriving these properties within an axiomatic
approach comprising both structures, because the proof techniques employed in
the cases of bounded and non-bounded reducibilities are quite di erent.
An exception from this might be given by truth-table reducibility tt, as was
pointed out by Shore and Slaman [45, p.282-83]. For truth-table reducibility,
while there is no recursive set of indices of recursive functionals as is required
in the de nition of the concept bounded reducibility, there is such a set which
is truth-table reducible to ;00, that is, to the double jump of the empty set.
Therefore some proof techniques and the corresponding results might carry over
from bounded reducibilities to the substructure of (2! ; tt) induced by the sets
tt - above ;00. If we consider the larger substructure of sets above ;0 , then at least
we are able to apply injury-free diagonalization constructions similar to the ones
8

employed in connection with bounded reducibilities. Thus Shore and Slaman
were led to the hypothesis that the two substructures of (2! ; tt) formed by the
sets above ;00 and above ;0 might to some extent resemble some substructure of
(2! ; PT ). As evidence in favor of this hypothesis they quote Mohrherr's result,
that the substructure of (2! ; tt) of sets above ;0 is dense, see Mohrherr [36] or
Odifreddi [38, Sect.VI.5].
We conjecture that Mohrherr's density result can be shown by adapting the
standard embedding techniques used in Sect. 4, and that in principle it is possible to show density results in an an axiomatic framework which captures the
substructure of (2! ; tt) of sets above ;0 , as well as the structures induced on
the recursive sets by appropriate bounded reducibilities. However, we refrain
from doing so, because we feel that the insights to be gained from such a uni ed
treatment most probably will not make up the additional work necessary.

1.4 Notation
The notation introduced in the following is mostly standard. For notation not
explained here or below in the text, see the textbooks of Balcazar et al. [6, 7],
Odifreddi [38], and Soare [47]. We denote by r a binary relation between sets of
natural numbers which is meant as a reducibility. In particular, we will de ne the
usual concepts arising in connection with reducibilities such as degrees or lower
cones w.r.t. the relation r . In case it is clear from the context which relation is
meant, we will suppress reference to the relation r , that is, for example we will
use the expression lower cone instead of the more precise, but also more clumsy
term lower r - cone.
Natural Numbers and Binary Strings. We identify the set ! = f0; 1; : : :g of

natural numbers and the set   = f; 0; 1; 00; 01; :: :g of nite binary strings via
the unique order isomorphism which takes the standard ordering on ! to the
the length-lexicographical ordering on   , and we denote both orderings by the
symbol . We extend the identi cation in the canonical way to the powerset 2!
of ! and the powerset of   . Observe that resource bounded reducibilities are
usually de ned in terms of Turing machine models where strings over f0; 1g are
used as inputs and for querying the oracle, and consequently these reducibilities
are binary relations on the powerset of   ; by the above identi cation, we will
view such reducibilities as binary relations on 2! . We refer to subsets of ! and
2! by the terms sets and classes, respectively. We denote sets by upper case
letters A; B; : : :, and classes by upper case calligraphic letters A; B; : : :.
Functions and functionals are meant to be total, if not explicitly attributed
as being partial. We denote the class of functions from ! to ! by !! . We identify
subsets of ! with their characteristic functions and consequently 2! becomes a
subclass of !! .
9

Functionals. Unless we explicitly refer to some other domain, say, to !! , func-

tionals are functions from 2! to 2! . We denote functionals by upper-case Greek
letters ?; ; : : :. We identify a functional ? with a function from 2! ! to f0; 1g
via the equation
?(X; x) = (?(X))(x) :
Partial Recursive Functions and Functionals. We use the notation Ti in order

to refer to the i-th Turing machine in the standard enumeration of all Turing
machines of some given type, and we assume that it is always understood from
the context which type of Turing machine is meant, that is, for example whether
we consider Turing machines with or without oracle access. We refer to the
partial recursive function or functional computed by Turing machine Ti by
'i in the case of f0; 1g-valued Turing machines without oracle access,
i in the case of !-valued Turing machines without oracle access,
i in the case of f0; 1g-valued oracle Turing machines.
We refer to the class of recursive sets and functions by REC and FREC, respectively, that is
REC = f'e : e is in ! and 'e is totalg :
FREC = f : e is in ! and  is totalg
e

e

We assume that there is some recursive function s which translates indices w.r.t.
the enumeration '0 ; '1; : : : into indices w.r.t. the enumeration 0; 1; : : :, that
is, such that for all e in ! holds 'e = s(e).

Partial Characteristic Functions. By lower-case Greek letters ; ; ; : : : we denote partial characteristic functions, that is, (total) functions from some
subset I of ! to f0; 1g. We denote the domain of a partial characteristic function by dom( ); thus for example dom( ) is equal to ! i is a set. A partial
characteristic function is finite i its domain is nite.
We x some appropriate e ective enumeration 0; 1; : : : of all nite partial
characteristic functions where we assume

0 =  :

(3)

We require (3) for technical reasons in connection with the concept of delayed
patching introduced in De nition 15. More precisely, this convention ensures,
that if we patch the set argument of some functional according to some delayed
simulation, then the set argument is not altered for all number arguments where
the delayed simulation still \loops on 0". We conjecture that we could drop the
convention 0 =  without loosing any of the subsequent results, however at the
cost of additional technicalities in some of the corresponding proofs.
10

The partial characteristic functions are partially ordered by the relation v,
where v holds i the graph of is contained in the graph of , that is, i
the domain of is contained in the domain of and agrees there with .
For a partial characteristic function and some set I, we denote by j I the
restriction of to I , that is, the uniquely determined partial characteristic
function v with domain I \ dom( ). In particular, A j I is the partial
characteristic function with domain I which agrees there with the set A. We let
u be equal to j I where I is the maximal subset of dom( ) \ dom( ) on
which the partial characteristic functions and agree. For partial characteristic
functions which are compatible, that is, which agree on the intersection of their
domains, t is the partial characteristic function with domain dom( )[dom( )
which agrees with and on their respective domains.
De nition by Cases and Patching. For partial characteristic functions ; and

for some set M, we let



(x)
x2M ;
(4)
(x)
x 2= M
that is, h ; iM is the partial characteristic function which agrees with on
dom( ) \ M, with on dom( ) \ M , and is unde ned otherwise. We denote the
partial characteristic function
h ; i := h ; i!ndom( )
as -patch of . Observe that thus for example for a set A and a partial characteristic function , hA; i is the unique set which agrees with for all arguments
in dom( ), and with A, otherwise.

h ;

iM (x)

:=

Partial Preorderings and Partial Orderings. A binary relation  on some arbi-

trary set K is






reflexive i a  a holds for all a in K,
transitive i a  b and b  c together imply a  c for all a, b, and c in K,
symmetric i a  b implies b  a for all a and b in K,
antisymmetric i for all a and b in K the facts a  b and b  a together

imply that a and b are identical elements of K,

 a partial preordering (p.p.o.) i  is re exive and transitive,
 a partial ordering (p.o.) i  is an antisymmetric p.p.o.,
 an equivalence relation i  is a symmetric p.p.o.

Cones. The lower r - cone of some set A is the class

r (A) := fX  ! : X r Ag :
Likewise, we de ne the upper cone r (A) of a set A and other similar sub-

classes of 2! such as <r (A) and >r (A).
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r - equivalent,
Ar B for short, i their upper and lower r - cones coincide, respectively.
Observe, that two sets are r - equivalent i , intuitively speaking, they can
be substituted for each other salva veritate in all contexts involving only the
relation r . Two sets A and B are r - interreducible, A=r B for short,
i A is reducible to B and vice versa. Observe, that for a re exive relation r ,
every pair of equivalent sets is also interreducible, and likewise, for a transitive
relation, interreducibility implies equivalence. As a consequence, interreducibility
and equivalence coincide for a p.p.o. r .
The relation r is by de nition an equivalence relation on 2! for arbitrary
binary relations r on 2! . We will exploit this fact in Sect. 4 in order to extend
the usual concept of r - degrees to relations r which are not necessarily
transitive.

Equivalence and Interreducibility Two sets A and B are

Joins. We de ne inductively the join (A0 ; : : :; An) of sets A1; : : :; An:

 in case n = 0 by (A0 ):=A0 ,
 in case n = 1 by

8
<

0

if x = 

(A0 ; A1 )(x) := : A0 (y) if x = 0y ;

A1 (y) if x = 1y
 and in case n  2 by (A0 ; : : :; An ) :=  (A0 ; (A1 ; : : :; An)).
Occasionally, we write join expressionsLin in x notation, that is, for example we
write (A0 ; A1) as A0  A1 . The join i2! Ai of countably many sets A0 ; A1; : : :
is the least subset of ! with respect to set theoretical inclusion such that for all
n in ! there is some X where we have
M
Ai = (A0 ; : : :; An; X) ;
i2!

that is, the unique set which satis es the latter condition and does not contain
strings of the form 1n with n in !. Observe that for all n in !, for all sets
A0 ; : : :; An, X, and for all j  n and all x in ! we have
x is in Aj i 1j 0x is in  (A0; : : :; An; X) ;
and consequently, for all j and x in !, and all sets A0 ; A1; : : : we have
M
Ai :
x is in Aj i 1j 0x is in
i2!

We refer by Left and Right to the uniquely determined functions from 2! to
2! where we have for all sets A
Left(A)  Right(A) = A n fg :
12

Upper Bounds and Least Upper Bounds. For a binary relation  on some arbi-

trary set K, an element u of K is
 an upper bound w.r.t.  for (the elements in) some subset L of K i a  u
holds for all a in L;
 a least upper bound (l.u.b.) w.r.t.  for (the elements in) some subset L
of K i , rstly, u is an upper bound for L and, secondly, u  v holds for all
upper bounds v in K of the set L.
Observe that two l.u.b.'s for some given set of elements are always  - interreducible, and thus, if the relation  is antisymmetric, then the l.u.b. of any given
set is uniquely determined, if it exists at all.
Upper Semi-Lattices and Lattices. A p.o. (U; ) is an upper semi-lattice (u.s.l.)

i for every pair a and b of elements in U there exists a l.u.b. of a and b in U. We
denote the uniquely determined l.u.b. of two elements a and b of some u.s.l. by
a _ b. An u.s.l. (U; ) is distributive i for all elements a; b; c of U where c  a _ b
holds there are a0  a and b0  b such that c is equal to a0 _ b0.
An u.s.l. is a lattice i for every pair of elements there exist a greatest lower
bound (g.l.b.) in U, that is, there is some c in K where c  a and c  b holds
and in addition for all x in U the facts x  a and x  b together imply x  c.
We denote the uniquely determined g.l.b. of two elements a and b of some lattice
by a ^ b. A lattice L is distributive i for all a, b, and c in L we have
a ^ (b _ c) = (a ^ b) _ (a ^ c) :
Note that a lattice is distributive as a lattice i it is distributive as an u.s.l., for
a proof see Odifreddi [38, Sect. VI.1].
Closure under Finite Variation. A set A is a finite variation of some set B,

A = B for short, i A and B di er at most at nitely many places. A subclass
A of 2! is closed under finite variation (c.f.v.) i for every set A in A,
all nite variations of A are in A, too. A binary relation r on 2! is
 downwards c.f.v. i r (A) is c.f.v. for all sets A,
 upwards c.f.v. i r (A) is c.f.v. for all sets A,
 c.f.v. i r (A) and r (A) are both c.f.v. for all sets A.
Observe that for a p.p.o. r all three variants of closure under nite variation
are pairwise equivalent: for re exive r , each of these conditions implies that
nite variations are interreducible, while for a transitive relation r in turn
interreducibility implies equivalence. Therefore, if r is a p.p.o., then each of the
three conditions implies that nite variations are r - equivalent, from which
closure under nite variation then is immediate.
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Pairing Function. We let h:; :i : !2 ! ! be the standard e ective and e ectively

invertible pairing function from ! ! onto !, see Soare [47] for a de nition
and Smorynski [46] for further discussion. We denote by 0(:) and 1(:) the
corresponding e ective decoding functions, that is, we have for all x and y in !
0(hx; yi) = x

and

1(hx; yi) = y :

Recursively Presentable Classes. A set E is an effective representation of

some subclass A of 2! i E is recursive and A is equal to f'e : e 2 E g. A subclass
A of 2! is recursively presentable i there is some e ective representation
for A. Observe that if a set E is a recursive representation for some subclass
of 2! , then 'e is total for all e in E. Observe further that a nonempty class is
recursively presentable i it coincides with the \rows" of some recursive set.

1.5 Some Facts from Topology.
In this section, we review some topological properties of 2! and !! . The standard
topology on 2! is given by the basic open sets

O := fX 2 2! :  v X g

(5)

where  ranges over all nite partial characteristic functions. The standard topology on !! is de ned likewise, where the basic open sets correspond to functions
from nite subsets of ! to !. We denote the topological spaces thus de ned
as Cantor space in the case of 2! , and as Baire space in the case of !! .
Occasionally, we will refer to a topological space by the name of its underlying
set, that is, for example we will refer to the topological space 2! . For alternate
de nitions and basic properties of Cantor and Baire space, we refer the reader
to Sect.V.3 of Odifreddi's textbook [38]. Observe that for open sets of the form
O as we have used to de ne Cantor and Baire space, in case the domain of 0
is contained in the domain of 1 then either O is a subset of O or both open
sets are disjoint.
An open cover for a topological space X is a collection of open subsets
of X such that the union of the collection contains X. A topological space is
compact i every open cover contains a nite collection of open sets which
is again an open cover. Fact 1 shows that Cantor and Baire space di er w.r.t.
compactness.
1

0

Fact 1. Cantor space is compact, while Baire space is not.
For ease of reference, we give a proof of this fact, which for example can also
be found in Odifreddi's book. In the proof for compactness of 2! , we will use
Fact 2.
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Fact 2 { Konig's Lemma. A nitely branching in nite tree has an in nite
branch.

Proof of Konig's lemma. Given a nitely branching in nite tree T, we de ne
inductively increasingly long initial segments i of some in nite branch B on
T. We let 0 be the totally unde ned partial characteristic function, and given
i we let i+1 be some proper extension of i on T such that the subtree of
T below i+1 is in nite. Such an extension always exists, because T has nite
branching and because by our construction the subtree below i is in nite.
Proof of Fact 1. Baire space is not compact, because the functions f0 ; f1 ; : : :
where the function fi is de ned at place 0 only and has the value i there form an
open cover of Baire space which obviously does not contain a nite open cover.
In order to show that Cantor space is compact, we have to show that every
open cover contains a nite open cover. Here it is sucient to consider open
covers which contain only basic open sets, because in the general case we can
replace each open set by at most countably many basic open sets. Now, given
an open cover fO ; O ; : : :g, of basic open sets, we let
0

1

6
I := fi 2 ! : O i 

[

j<i

O jg :

Then fO i : i 2 I g is again an open cover, because an easy induction argument
shows that for all n in ! we have
[
[
Oi:
Oi =
fi2!:ing
fi2!:in and i2I g
Thus we are done, once we have shown that I is nite. Assuming that I is
in nite, let T be the closure under initial segments of f i : i 2 I g. Then T is
obviously a subtree of 2! , and is in nite, because by de nition of I, i di ers
from j whenever i and j are distinct elements of I. By Konig's lemma, there is
some in nite path B  ! on T, and by de nition of open cover, there is some k
in ! where k v B. But by de nition of I, k v l implies that l is not in I for
all l > k, that is, by de nition of T there are at most nitely many extensions
of k contained in T, which contradicts the fact that B extends k and is on
T.
ut
A functional ? is continuous i for all sets A in 2! and all x in !, there is
some nite set I(A; x)  !, such that for all sets B in 2! we have
A j I(A; x) = B j I(A; x) ) ?(A; x) = ?(B; x) :

(6)

The point of this de nition is that for a continuous functional the value ?(A; x)
is determined by x and the restriction of the set argument A to some nite
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subset of !. Fact 3 shows that there is such a nite set which works for all
oracles. The proof of Fact 3 relies on compactness of Cantor space, and indeed a
corresponding statement for Baire space is false, as is witnessed by the functional
? on !! where ?(a; x) is equal to a(a(x)). Note in connection with Fact 3 that
among all the sets I(x) which satisfy (7) there is a least one w.r.t. set theoretical
inclusion, as we will show in Sect. 3.1.
Fact 3. A functional ? on 2! is continuous i for all x in !; there is some nite
set I(x)  ! such that for all sets X and Y in 2! we have
X j I(x) = Y j I(x) ) ?(X; x) = ?(Y; x) :
(7)
Proof. The backwards direction of Fact 3 is immediate from the de nition of
continuity. In order to show the remaining implication, we let ? be continuous
and we let x be in !. Then for every set A there is some nite set I(A; x) such
that (6) is satis ed. We let (A) be the restriction of A to I(A; x) and hence
O(A) is open and contains A. Thus all the sets O(A) with A in 2! together
form an open cover for Cantor space, which, by compactness, contains a nite
subcover fO(A ) ; : : :; O(An ) g for some n in !. By joining all the sets I(Aj ; x)
where j  n, we obtain a nite set I(x). The set I(x) satis es (7), because every
set A in 2! is contained in some open set O(Ak ) in the nite subcover, and thus
the value of ?(A; x) is determined by the restriction of A to I(Ak ; x)  I(x). ut
0

The proof of Fact 3 is a straightforward adaptation of a result due to Trakhtenbrot and Nerode (see Odifreddi [38, Proposition III.3.2.]) according to which
the use of a total oracle Turing machine at some place x is contained in some
nite set which depends only on x, but not on the oracle. An equivalent formulation of their result is that recursive functionals coincide with e ective reductions
of truth-table type. Likewise, Fact 3 alternatively can be expressed by saying
that a functional is continuous i its outcome at some place x is given by a
truth-table condition on its set argument, where a truth-table condition
(tt-condition) is a subclass of 2! which is the union of nitely many basic
open sets. Before we give a precise formulation of this observation in Fact 5, we
state an alternate characterization of tt-conditions.
Fact 4. A subclass of 2! is a tt-condition i it is closed and open.
Proof. A tt-condition is obviously open, and it is not hard to see that the com-

plement of a tt-condition in 2! is again a tt-condition, that is, a tt-condition is
also closed due to being the complement of an open set. In order to show the
reverse direction, assume that some subclass P of 2! is closed and open, that
is, P and its complement are open. But then there are two countable classes of
basic open sets, the union of which is P and the complement of P , respectively.
The two classes together form an open cover, which by compactness contains a
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nite open cover. This nishes the proof, because each element of the nite open
cover is either a subset of or disjoint from P , that is, P must be the union of
some of the elements in the nite open cover.
ut
We conclude this section by stating some equivalent characterizations of continuous functionals on 2! . In particular, we show that a functional is continuous
in the sense of the de nition given above i it is a continuous mapping from
Cantor space into itself in the usual topological sense.
Fact 5. For a functional ? on 2! the following conditions are equivalent.
1. ? is continuous.
2. The class fX 2 2! : ?(X; x) = 0g is a tt-condition for all x in !.
3. The inverse image ? ?1(O) of every basic open set O is open.
4. The inverse image ? ?1(O) of every open set O is open.
Proof. The rst condition implies the second by Fact 3, and the second condition

implies the rst, because membership of some set in a tt-condition obviously
depends only on a nite part of the set. Further, given the second condition,
it is easy to see that the inverse image of a basic open set under ? is a nite
intersection of tt-conditions and complements of tt-conditions, that is, according
to Fact 4, a nite intersection of open sets, which is then open by de nition. The
third condition implies the fourth, because every open set is the union of at most
countably many basic open set, and consequently the inverse image of an open
set is the union of at most countably many inverse images of basic open sets,
where the latter are all open by assumption. Finally, if the inverse image under ?
of every open set is open, then for all x in ! the set fX 2 2! : ?(X; x) = 0g and
its complement fX 2 2! : ?(X; x) = 1g are both open, and consequently the
former is a tt-condition by Fact 4, which then implies the second condition. ut
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2 Standard Reducibilities
2.1 Faithful Relations
Our generalized approach to resource bounded reducibilities is based on the
concept standard reducibility introduced in De nition 20. In order to be able to
mimic the usual proof techniques employed in connection with resource bounded
reducibilities, we require that standard reducibilities are bounded reducibilities
which, rstly, are sort of \faithful" to the information contained in their set
arguments and, secondly, intuitively speaking, can use a non-trivial amount of
computational power in reducing one set to another. In the remainder of this
section, we introduce notation related to our concept of faithfulness, and in the
following sections we develop concepts related to computational power.
In the case of a transitive relation r , the concept faithfulness is equivalent to
the natural conditions that r is re exive, that ; and ! are r - reducible to all
sets, and that the join of two sets is a l.u.b. for them (see Proposition 8). However,
as we want to comprise reducibilities which are not necessarily transitive, we use
a more involved de nition of faithfulness stated in De nition 7. Note in this
connection that indeed many results shown in the following can be obtained for
both, transitive and non-transitive standard reducibilities. Observe further that
in the literature there are non-transitive relations such as k?tt for any xed
k  2 or the relation NP , see Example 21 and [6], respectively, and that these
relations are usually referred to as reducibilities, which indicates that transitivity
does not seem to be an essential ingredient of the usual understanding of the
concept reducibility.
De nition6. Let r be a binary relation on 2! , let A and B be sets, and let
A be a subclass of 2! .
1. The relation r is locally transitive at A and B i A is not r - reducible
to B or we have for all sets X and Y
X r A implies X r B ;
(8)
B r Y implies A r Y :
(9)
2. A set U is a locally transitive upper bound for (the elements of) A i
U is an upper bound for A and for all sets A in A the relation r is locally
transitive at A and U. Likewise, U is a locally transitive l.u.b. for A i
U is a l.u.b. for A and for all sets A in A the relation r is locally transitive
at A and U.
Observe that a transitive relation is locally transitive at every pair of sets, and
hence for a transitive relation the standard and the locally transitive variants of
upper bounds and l.u.b.'s coincide, respectively.
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De nition7. A binary relation r on 2! is faithful i for all sets A, B and
X, rstly, the set A  B is a locally transitive l.u.b. for A and B in (2! ; r ) and,

secondly,

X r A  B implies X r B  A ;
X r A  ; implies X r A ;
X r A  ! implies X r A :

(10)
(11)
(12)

Observe that most resource bounded reducibilities which can be found in the
literature are faithful, and that in particular there are non-transitive faithful
reducibilities such as k?tt for every xed k  2, see Example 23. Faithful
relations are re exive and for them ; and ! are reducible to all other sets, as we
show in Proposition 8.

Proposition8. Let r be a faithful relation on 2! .
 For all sets A, the sets ;, !, and A are r - reducible to A.
 For all sets A and B , the set A  B is a l.u.b. for A and B in (2! ; r ).
Conversely, if the relation r is transitive and satis es both of these conditions,
then r is faithful.
Proof. For a faithful relation r the second condition is immediate, so it remains

to show the rst. Now, given some set A, then A and ; are both r - reducible to
A  ;, and hence they are also r - reducible to A by (11). Likewise, we obtain
! r A from (12). Conversely, assume that the relation r is transitive and
satis es the two conditions from the proposition. By transitivity and the second
condition it is immediate that the join operator provides locally transitive l.u.b.'s
for every pair of sets. Further, we obtain (10), (11), and (12) by transitivity of
r and because by assumption on the join operator we have
A  B r B  A,

A  ; r A,

and

A  ! r A .

ut

For further use, we state some easy properties of faithful relations. Recall
from the introduction that two sets A and B are r - equivalent, written Ar B,
i their lower and upper cones, respectively, are identical.

Proposition9. Let r be a faithful relation on 2! and let A and B be sets.
 r (A  B) = r (A) \ r (B)
 A  B r B  A
 A r A  ;  r A  !
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Proof. For a faithful relation r , the join of two sets is a locally transitive l.u.b.

for the sets joined. Thus, concerning the rst assertion, the inclusion from left
to right is immediate from the de nition of locally transitive upper bound, and
the reverse inclusion follows by de nition of l.u.b. Using the rst assertion, we
then infer that the two sets denoted by the join expressions on both sides of
the second assertion have identical upper cones, while for the lower cones this
is immediate from (10). Concerning the third assertion, it is sucient to show
that the lower, respectively upper cones, of A, A  ; and A  ! are identical;
we show this for the rst two sets and leave the almost identical considerations
for the third set to the interested reader. By the rst assertion, the upper cone
of A  ; is equal to the intersection of the upper cones of A and ;, and hence
is equal to the upper cone of A. On the other hand, the lower cone of A  ; is
contained in r (A) by (11), and the reverse containment holds because A  ;
is a locally transitive upper bound for A.
ut

2.2 Bounded and Generalized Reducibilities
Recall from the introduction that functionals are functions from 2! to 2! , which
we view equivalently as functions from 2! ! to the set f0; 1g via the equation
?(A; x) := (?(A))(x) :
Recall further that a functional ? is continuous i for all x in ! the value ?(A; x)
is determined by some nite part of A.

De nition10. Let r be a binary relation on 2! .
 We call a functional ? a reduction i it is continuous.
 A reduction ? is a reduction w.r.t. r or an r - reduction, for short, i
for all sets B we have

?(B) r B :
We say, a fact A r B is witnessed by the functional ?, or A r B via ? ,
for short, i ? is a r - reduction where A is equal to ?(B).
 A set R of functionals is a reduction cover for r i R is a countable
set of r - reductions such that when A r B holds for sets A and B, then
this fact is witnessed by some functional ? in R.
 A set E is a recursive representation for some class R of functionals
i , rstly, E is recursive and, secondly, R is equal to fe : e 2 E g. We call
a reduction cover effective i it is has some recursive representation.
 The relation r is a generalized reducibility (on 2! ) i there is some
reduction cover for r . The relation r is a bounded reducibility (on
2! ) i there is some e ective reduction cover for r .
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The term bounded reducibility is due to Book et al. [11], but the concept has been
used before by several authors. Concerning the de nition of the notion e ective
reduction cover, recall that e is the partial functional computed by the e-th
oracle Turing machine and observe that the de nition of reduction cover implies
that each partial recursive functional e in an e ective reduction cover is in fact
total. Given some set E which is a recursive representation for some class R
of functionals, for the sake of convenience we occasionally identify R with the
sequence 0; 1; : : : such that i is equal to e(i) where e(i) is the i-th element
in E.
An example of a generalized reducibility which is not a bounded reducibility is
given by truth-table reducibility tt: the set of all recursive functionals provides
a reduction cover for tt according to the e ectivized version of Fact 3, but there
cannot be an e ective reduction cover for tt, because otherwise, the lower cone
of any given recursive set B would be recursively presentable, and hence by a
simple diagonalization argument we would obtain a recursive set A which is not
tt - reducible to B, thus contradicting the fact that every recursive sets is tt
- reducible to all other sets.
Example 11 shows that for a bounded reducibility in general, even if it satis es additional properties such as being faithful or being c.f.v., we cannot show
the density of the structure induced on the recursive sets. As we have mentioned
in Sect. 1.2, this result holds for several bounded reducibilities. A look at the
corresponding proofs gives some indication why the assumptions listed above
are not sucient for deriving density: the employed proof techniques hinge on
the fact that the reducibilities in question are de ned via oracle Turing machines
which are able to perform resource bounded, oracle-independent subcomputations where the outcome of such subcomputations is for example used to overwrite the oracle. In order to be able to mimic the corresponding proof techniques
within the abstract framework, we will develop an abstract account of this type
of oracle patching in the following sections.
Example 11. Given some set A and binary strings v and w, we let
vA := fvx : x 2 Ag and A<w> := fx : wx 2 Ag
where vx denotes the concatenation of v and x. Further, we let a set A be  reducible to some set B i for some n in ! there is a mapping
r : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g
(13)
such that for all strings w of length n
(14)
A<w> is a nite variation of ;; !; B <r(w)> ; or B <r(w)> :
The reducibility  is bounded, as is witnessed by the e ective reduction cover
R where each reduction in R corresponds in the obvious way to
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a number n and some function r as in (13),
a function which assigns to each w of length n one of the four possibilities
in (14),
and some nite partial characteristic function  which takes care of the fact
that (14) is formulated in terms of equality up to nite variation and not in
terms of strict equality.
Observe that each such  - reduction is a rather restricted one-question truthtable reduction, where for each string w of length n and for almost all number
arguments wx which extend w the same one-place evaluation function is applied
to the answer received on querying the oracle at place r(w)x.
Obviously, the relation  is c.f.v. and the sets ; and ! are  - reducible to
all other sets. Furthermore, the relation  is transitive and the join of two sets is
a l.u.b. for them, and consequently, by Proposition 8, the relation  is faithful.
We omit the routine proofs of this assertions, however note in connection with
transitivity that if facts A B and B  C are witnessed by  - reductions in R
which depend on the rst n0 and n1 places of the number argument, respectively,
then A is  - reducible to C via some reduction in R which depends on the
rst n0 + n1 places. Next, we show that the set

T := f1k : k 2 ! g
is minimal in (2! ;  ), that is, T is not a least set and every set D which is
 - reducible to T either is a least set or we have T  D. Thus, in particular,
(REC;  ) is not dense.
For a proof of minimality of the set T , observe rst that by de nition of  ,
given some set A which is  - reducible to ; via some reduction in R which
depends on the rst n places of its number argument, then A contains either
almost all or only nitely many strings of the form 1ny. As a consequence, T is
not  - reducible to ;.
Next, assuming A T for some set A, this fact is witnessed by some reduction ? in R such that the corresponding function r as in (13) depends on the rst
n places of the number input for some xed n in !. Now, if there is some string
w of length n where r(w) is in T and the evaluation function is non-constant,
then by choice of T , A<w> is some nite variation of either T or T , depending
on the evaluation function being identity or negation. So in this case, we obtain
T  A. On the other hand, if for all strings w of length n the evaluation function
is constant or r(w) is not in T , then ? witnesses that A is  - reducible to
;. As a consequence, for every set A which is  - reducible to T , we either
have T  A or A ;. Intuitively speaking, a reduction in R either extracts all
information contained in T or it does not extract any information at all.
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2.3 Delayed Simulations
In the current and the following section, we develop an abstract account of the
ability of resource bounded oracle Turing machines to overwrite or \patch" their
oracle according to the results of resource bounded subcomputations. This account is based on the concept delayed patching, where we mean by patching
to replace the set argument B of some reduction with some patched version
hB; i before evaluating the reduction, and the attribute delayed corresponds
to the fact that the patching is done w.r.t. to arbitrary e ective enumerations
0; 1; : : : of nite partial characteristic functions where however in general the
i-th partial characteristic function will not be used while computing the value
?(B; i), but delayed, that is, for number arguments larger than i. Note again
that this kind of delayed access to e ectively given information is common in
connection with resource bounded oracle Turing machines: given an e ective
enumeration 0; 1; : : : as above, a resource bounded oracle Turing machine can
eventually compute and access i for arbitrarily large values of i, however, intuitively speaking, the Turing machine has to wait until its number input and
hence its resource bounds become large enough. The ability to perform such
delayed computations is modeled by the concepts delayed simulation and simulation class introduced in De nition 12.

De nition12. Let h, s, and l be (not necessarily recursive) functions from !
to !.

 The function s is many-one reducible to h via l i we have for all x in !
s(x) = h(l(x)) :

 The function s is a delayed simulation of the function h i s is many-one
reducible to h via some nondecreasing function l with range !.

 A subclass F of !! is a functional simulation class i there is a recur-

sive function sim from ! to ! where for all e in !
- sim(e) is a function in F ,
- in case e is total and e (0) is equal to 0, then sim(e) is a delayed
simulation of e .
 A class S  2! is a simulation class i there is some recursive function
sim such that 'sim(e) is a set in S for all e in !, and in addition 'sim(e) is
a delayed simulation of 'e whenever 'e is a set which does not contain 0.
(That is, S is a simulation class if it satis es the de nition of functional
simulation class with !! and 0; 1; : : : replaced by 2! and '0 ; '1; : : :.)
The concept delayed simulation was introduced by Mehlhorn in order to formulate one of his axioms, see [31], Axiom 6; we discuss the relations of his axiomatic
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approach to our concept standard reducibility in Sects. 3.7. Further, we will argue in Sect. 3.7 that the concepts introduced in De nition 12 are robust under
various changes to their de nition.
Observe that in the de nition of the concepts functional simulation class and
simulation class it is reasonable to require that the function sim yields delayed
simulations only in case the functions e and 'e , respectively, are equal to 0 at
place 0. Remark 13 shows for the case of simulation classes that there cannot be
a recursive function sim where 'sim(e) is total for all e in !, and is a delayed
simulation of 'e for all sets 'e. In this connection, see also Proposition 48 and
Remark 52.
Remark 13. Recall from recursion theory that the sets A0 and A1 de ned by
Ai := fe 2 ! : 'e (e) = ig

i = 0; 1 ;

are recursively inseparable, that is, there is no recursive set D such that A0 is
contained in D and A1 is contained in D . Indeed this is easy to see, because
any such set D must di er from every recursive set 'e at place e. Now, by the
smn-theorem, there is a recursive function g such that for all e,x, and y in !
we have

'g(e;x) (y) = 'e (x) :

But if we assume that there is a recursive function sim such that 'sim(e) is a set
for all e in !, and is a delayed simulation of 'e for all sets 'e , then we obtain
a contradiction, because the set

D := fe 2 ! : 'sim(g(e;e)) (0) = 0g
is recursive and separates A0 from A1 by de nition of g.

Example 14 shows that the class of functions computable in polynomial time is
a functional simulation class.
Example 14. For every e in !, there is some Turing machine Tsim(e) which
operates as follows:

On any given input of length n, Tsim(e) simulates the Turing machine Te in
order to compute the values e (0); e(1); : : :. The simulating machine Tsim(e)
runs for a total of n steps and then outputs the last successfully computed
value or, if even e (0) could not be computed, the value 0.
By de nition of sim(e), it should be clear that
we can choose the function sim to be recursive,
for every e in !, the Turing machine Tsim(e) is total and runs in polynomial
time, and
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sim(e) is a delayed simulation of e , whenever e is total and has the value
0 at place 0.
In connection with the last property, we can safely assume that the simulation
of Te for a single number argument requires at least one step, and that consequently the simulating computation cannot skip function values of 'e in the
sense that for example the function e has value 1 at some place x and has
value 0 everywhere else, but sim(e) is the constant function with value 0. Note
that the last remark becomes oblivious by Proposition 50, which states that the
concept functional simulation class is robust under changing its de nition by replacing delayed simulations with weak delayed simulations, a variant of delayed
simulations for which it is allowed to skip values of the simulated function.

2.4 Delayed Patching
Recall from the introduction that 0; 1; : : : is an appropriate e ective enumeration of all partial characteristic functions where by convention 0 is equal to the
empty string. Recall further that for a set A and a partial characteristic function
, the set hA; i is denoted as -patch of A and is equal to on dom( ), and is
equal to A, otherwise.
De nition15. 1. For a functional ? and a function g from ! to !, the functional ? g is denoted as g -patch of ? and is de ned by
(? g)(A; x) := ?(hA; g(x)i; x) :
2. For a class R of functionals and a subclass F of !! the class of F -patches
of R is
R F := f? g : ? 2 R and g 2 Fg :
3. A class R of functionals is closed under delayed patching i there is a
functional simulation class F where R F is contained in R.
Example 16 shows that the standard enumeration of polynomial time bounded
Turing machines yields a reduction cover for the reducibility PT , which is closed
under delayed patching.

Example 16. We x an e ective enumeration of polynomial time bounded oracle Turing machines where the he; j i-th machine in the enumeration corresponds
to the e-th Turing machine in the standard enumeration of Turing machines restricted to the time bound as given by the j -th polynomial in some appropriate
enumeration of all polynomials. Then the class RPT of all functionals computed
by some oracle Turing machine in this enumeration is an e ective reduction
cover for PT . Now, rstly, adding polynomial time bounded subcomputations to
an polynomial time bounded oracle Turing machine will not put us outside of
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the class RPT and, secondly, the class FP of polynomial time computable functions is a functional simulation class according to Example 14. However, this
does not imply directly that the standard reduction cover RPT is closed under delayed patching, because given some function g which is computable in polynomial
time, the corresponding function values might be so large that for more reasonable e ective enumerations of the nite partial characteristic functions it it will
be impossible to access the values of the partial characteristic function g(x) in
time polynomially bounded in the length of x. Thus if we patch a functional ?
in RPT by some function g computable in polynomial time, then in general the
new functional ? g will not be computable in polynomial time unless we choose
an e ective enumeration 0; 1; : : : of the nite partial characteristic functions
where the coding is highly redundant.
Our salvation here is Proposition 51 below, which states that for a functional
simulation class F and for some arbitrary nondecreasing and unbounded recursive function b from ! to !, the class

fg 2 F : g(i)  b(i) for all i 2 !g
is again a functional simulation class. So we let b be a nondecreasing and unbounded recursive function which grows so slowly that for all x and for all
j  b(x), we can in time jxj answer all relevant questions about the domain
and the values of j . Then by Example 14 and the previous discussion the class

FP b :=fg 2 FP : g(i)  b(i) for all i 2 !g
is a functional simulation class. Now, by our choice of b the reduction cover RPT is
closed under patching with functions in FP b. More precisely, for a functional
? computed by some polynomial time bounded oracle Turing machine T , and
for some function g in FP b , there is some oracle Turing machine T 0 which
computes ? g:

 T 0 works essentially like T , but every query state of T is replaced by a se-

quence of new states corresponding to a subcomputation which takes care of
the g-patching. In the subcomputation, rstly, the value of g(x) for the current number input x is computed and, secondly, it is checked whether the
value y written currently on the oracle tape is in the domain of g(x) . This
check can be done in polynomial time by choice of g in FP c and because
we have chosen c suciently small. After this subcomputation, the execution
of T 0 resumes as follows: in case y is not in the domain of g(x) , then the
next state is determined in exactly the same way as for T by the value of the
oracle at place y; otherwise, the value g(x) (y) is used in place of the actual
oracle value in order to determine the next state.
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In connection with the description of the oracle Turing machine T 0 , rstly, recall that once an oracle Turing machine enters a query state, the next state is
determined by the value of the oracle for the number currently written on the
oracle tape. Secondly, observe that for Turing machine models with write-only
access to the oracle tape, we have to keep a copy of the current oracle question
on some work tape in order to be able to check whether the current query is in
the domain of the patch we want to apply.

In the following, we will consider bounded reducibilities which have some reduction cover which is closed under delayed patching. Example 17 shows that
closure under delayed patching is better not de ned with respect to the relation
r itself, that is, for example by requiring that the class of all r - reductions is
closed under delayed patching. The reason for this is that even in the case of the
well-behaved reducibility PT , there are \strange" PT -reductions which cannot
be patched by the functions in any simulation class without leaving the class of
PT - reductions.
Example 17. We let P0; P1; : : : be an e ective enumeration of the class P of
sets computable in polynomial time and we let the functional ? be de ned by

in case X \ f0; : : :; xg =
6 ; :
?(X; x) := 0Pmin(X \f0;:::;xg) (x)
otherwise
Observe that the functional ? is continuous. In fact, ? is an PT - reduction,
because ?(X) is equal to ; in case X is equal to ;, and is equal to some nite
variation of Pmin X (X), otherwise, that is, ?(X) is PT - reducible to X for all
sets X .
We choose some recursive function f such that f (i) is the nite partial
characteristic function with domain f0; : : :; ig which yields 1 at place i, and yields
0 at all other places of its domain. We show that for every delayed simulation s
of f , the functional ? s cannot be a PT - reduction, because the set

A := (? s)(;)
is not PT - reducible to ;, or equivalently, is not in P . If we assume that set A
is in P , then so is A, that is, A is equal to Pj for some j in !. But the delayed
simulation s of f has to attain the value f(j) at some place z  j , from which
we obtain the contradiction

A(z) = ? s(;; z) = ?(h;; s(z)i; z) = ?(h;; f (j )i; z) = Pj (z) = A(z) ;
where the equations hold, by de nition of A, ? s, z , ? , and j , respectively.
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2.5 De nition by Oracle-Dependent Cases

Recall from the introductory section on topology that a tt-condition T is a
subclass of 2! where there is some nite set I such that for all sets A membership
in T depends only on the restriction of A to I.
De nition18.  Let T be a tt-condition, and let ?0 and ?1 be functionals.
The T - mix of ?0 and ?1 is the functional h?0; ?1iT de ned by

(A) if A 2 T
(15)
h?0; ?1iT (A) := ??0(A)
if A 2= T
1
 For a tt-condition T , we denote the transition from two functionals to their
T -mix as definition by oracle-dependent cases w.r.t. T .
 A class R of reductions is closed under definition by oracle-dependent cases i for every tt-condition T the T -mix of two reductions in R
is again in R.
Remark 19. Given a binary relation r on 2! , the class of r - reductions is

closed under de nition by oracle-dependent cases, because for each tt-condition
T , the T -mix h?0; ?1iT of two r - reductions is obviously continuous and maps
an arbitrary set B to ?0(B) or to ?1(B), that is, to a set which by assumption is
reducible to B . It is not hard to see that the closure under de nition by oracledependent cases of some e ective reduction cover for some bounded reducibility
r is again an e ective reduction cover for r , and consequently, a bounded reducibility has always an e ective reduction cover which is closed under de nition
by oracle-dependent cases.

In De nition 20, we will introduce standard reducibilities, a subclass of bounded
reducibilities which in particular are required to have an e ective reduction cover
which is both, closed under delayed patching and closed under de nition by
oracle-dependent cases. By Remark 19, the latter condition alone is vacuously
satis ed for every bounded reducibility. However, there are bounded reducibilities for which there is no e ective reduction cover which satis es both closure
conditions. For example if there were such a reduction cover for the reducibility
 in Example 11, then, contrary to the existence of minimal sets for the relation
 , we would obtain by Theorem 68 that the structure (REC;  ) is dense. In
fact, in case some bounded reducibility has a reduction cover which satis es both
closure conditions, we are able to mimic switching between reductions according
to oracle-independent subcomputations, as is done with the gap language technique: if we rst put two reductions together via a de nition by cases w.r.t. some
tt-condition, then afterwards, by nitely patching the set argument of the new
compound reduction at all the places the selecting tt-condition depends on, we
can alternate between the two initial reductions; for details of this construction,
see the proof of Proposition 40.
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2.6 Standard Reducibilities
Our axiomatic approach to bounded reducibilities is based on the concept standard reducibility as introduced in De nition 20.

De nition20. A binary relation r on 2! is a standard reducibility (on

2! ) i

 the relation r is faithful,
 there is some e ective reduction cover for r which is closed under delayed
patching and under de nition by oracle-dependent cases.

We will show in Sect. 3.3 that standard reducibilities are always c.f.v. An example
for a standard reducibility is given by the relation PT . It is easy to see that
PT is faithful, and the standard reduction cover of PT is closed under delayed
patching according to Example 16, and is obviously also closed under de nition
by oracle-dependent cases. Examples 21 through 24 in the next section show
that the relations Ph?T , log
m , and NC , as well as the non-transitive relations
Pk?tt for any xed k  2 are standard reducibilities, too.
1

The concepts we have used in formulating the de nition of standard reducibility, such as bounded reducibility or faithfulness, extend canonically to binary
relations on !! , however we have to apply the following minor adjustments.
 E ective reduction covers are de ned w.r.t. to the standard enumeration of
partial recursive functionals from !! to !! .
 In the de nition of faithfulness, we consider arbitrary constant functions
instead of just ; and !, that is, for example we require that for all functions
f and for all constant functions g, the lower cone of f  g is contained in the
lower cone of f.
 During de ning a concept of closure under de nition by oracle-dependent
cases, we consider only tt-conditions which are unions of nitely many basic
open sets or are complements of such unions. Observe that if we de ne a
tt-condition on !! to be a subclass of !! where membership in this class
depends only on the function values at a xed nite set of places, then for
example the class of all functions g where g(0) is even is a tt-condition, but
unlike in the case of 2! this tt-condition is neither the union of nitely many
basic open sets nor is it the complement of such a union.
 In the de nition of delayed patching the enumeration of nite partial characteristic functions is replaced by an appropriate e ective enumeration of all
partial functions from ! to ! with nite domain.
Using these adapted concepts, we introduce the concept standard reducibility on ! ! by literally the same formulation as in De nition 20. In Example 26,
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we show that the reducibility on !! introduced by Mehlhorn [31] via his class
of basic feasible functionals is indeed a standard reducibility.
Our results about lattice embeddings and exact pairs for standard reducibilities on 2! extend by almost identical proofs to standard reducibilities on !! .
The minor adjustments necessary are due to the fact that 2! is compact, while
!! is not. In particular, the concept generalized use introduced in Sect. 3.1 is
available for reducibilities on !! only if relativized to some compact subspace of
!! , see Remark 32.
We assume that it is possible to develop many properties shared by standard
reducibilities on 2! and on !! within some uni ed framework where the domain
of the binary relation r under consideration is required to satisfy certain properties, say, is downwards closed under r and can be written as the countable
product of some appropriate subset of !. However, we feel that the bene ts to be
gained from such a uni ed approach probably will not make up for the additional
work necessary. For this reason, we state the results for standard reducibilities
on 2! and !! separately. We focus on the case 2! , while in the case of !! we
just indicate the necessary adjustments to the proofs.

2.7 Some Examples of Standard Reducibilities
From the Examples 14 and 16 it is immediate that the relation PT is a standard
reducibility where this fact is witnessed by the canonical reduction cover of this
relation. For the reducibilities considered in Examples 21, 22, and 23, the canonical reduction covers are closed under delayed patching, but, due to restrictions
on the oracle access, not under de nition by oracle-dependent cases. However,
by closing the corresponding reduction covers under de nition by oracle-dependent cases, we see that these reductions are indeed standard reducibilities. We
show this in detail in Example 21 for the reduction Ph?T , and sketch the similar
proofs for the other reducibilities.

Example 21. We show that the relation Ph?T introduced by Homer [17, 18, 19]
is a standard reducibility. A set A is Ph?T - reducible to some set B i there
is a polynomial time bounded oracle Turing machine T and some polynomial p
where, rstly, T reduces A to B and, secondly, for all x and y in ! where T
queries place y of its oracle on inputs B and x, we have

jxj  p(jyj) :

(16)

Homer observes that the relation Ph?T is re exive and transitive, and by Proposition 8 it is then immediate that Ph?T is faithful. The relation Ph?T is a
bounded reducibility, as is witnessed by the the e ective reduction cover R from
[19] where each reduction  in R corresponds to a pair of some polynomial time
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bounded oracle Turing machine T and some polynomial p where T , while working on some number argument x, queries place y only after checking that (16)
is satis ed, and outputs immediately 0 in case it encounters some query y where
this check fails.
Like in the case of the reducibility PT considered in Example 16, we infer
that R is closed under delayed patching. We choose some witnessing subclass F
of the class of polynomial time computable functions, and by Proposition 51, we
assume that the functions in F are bounded by some function which increases so
slowly that the remainder of this proof goes through.
The reduction cover R is not closed under de nition by oracle-dependent
cases, because given some tt-condition, intuitively speaking, a reduction in R
cannot access the places of the oracle the tt-condition depends on for all suciently large number inputs. In order to obtain a reduction cover of Ph?T which
is closed under de nition by oracle-dependent cases and under delayed patching,
we let R0 be the closure of R under de nition by oracle-dependent cases. Observe that we obtain the reductions in R0 from the reductions in R via iterated
de nitions by oracle-dependent cases, and thus for each reduction ? in R0 there
is some nite set I and reductions 1; : : :; k in R where k is equal to 2jI j such
that for all sets B and all x in ! we have

?(B; x) =

8
<

in case B j I =

1 (B; x)
:::
:
k (B; x)

:::

0

in case B j I = k

:

(17)

Here i is the i-th partial characteristic function with domain I . As a consequence, the functionals in R0 are all Ph?T - reductions, because for every given
set argument, they agree with some reduction in R. The reduction cover R0 is
e ective and by de nition closed under de nition by oracle-dependent cases, and
so it remains to show that R0 is closed under delayed patching. In order to do
so, we show that R0 is closed under patching with functions in the functional
simulation class F introduced above, that is, for some functional ? as in (17)
and for some function g in F , the reduction ? g is in R0 . For every partial
characteristic function with domain I , we let

d( ; x) := i2fmin
[ i = h ; g(x) i ] :
1;:::;kg

(18)

Observe that for every set B where the restriction of B to I is equal to , the
value d( ; x) corresponds to the case selected in (17) while evaluating ? g(B; x).
With and the i xed, the computation of d( ; :) amounts to a look-up in some
nite table plus the computation of the restriction of g(x) to the domain of .
Now, because we have chosen the functions in F to increase very slowly, we can
assume that the computation of d( ; :) can be done so fast that the functionals
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 de ned by

8
<

1(X; x)
in case d( ; x) = 1
:
:
:
:::
:
k (X; x)
in case d( ; x) = k
are in R. Then, given some set B where the restriction of B to I is equal to ,
the g-patch of ? and of  , respectively, agree on B , because we have for all x
in !
[? g](B; x) = ?(hB; g(x) i; x) = d( ;x) (hB; g(x) i; x) ;
=  (hB;  i; x) = [ g](B; x)
 (X; x) =

g(x)

where the equations hold, respectively, by de nition of patching, by de nition of

d( ; :), by de nition of , and nally, again by de nition of patching. But then
we have for all sets B and for all x in !
8
g](B; x)
in case 0 v B
< [
[? g](B; x) = : : : :
;
(19)
:::
in case k v B
[ k g](B; x)
where the functionals  i , and hence also the functionals  i g are in R,
and thus the functional on the right-hand side of (19), and hence also ? g,
0

is in R0 , because we have chosen R0 as the closure of R under de nition by
oracle-dependent cases.

Example 22. We let FL be the class of functions from ! to ! which are computable in logarithmic space. More precisely, we require that for each f in FL,

there is some constant c in ! and some Turing machine which computes f(x) in
space c log jxj. Here we use a Turing machine model where we can move in both
directions on the input tape, but only from left to right on the output tape. By
the latter condition, the class FL is closed under composition, because given two
Turing machines as above, we can feed the output of the rst to the input of the
second; for details of this construction see for example the textbook of Hopcroft
and Ullman [20]. Observe that we cannot just compute the two functions one
after the other, because the output of the rst might be too large to be stored
within logarithmic space.
We let A be log
m - reducible to some set B i A is many-one reducible to B
via some function in FL. As usual in connection with many-one reducibilities,
here we assume that the sets ; and ! are reducible to all other sets. The relation
log
m is re exive and, by closure of FL under composition, also transitive. Using
Proposition 8, we easily obtain that log
m is faithful.
We let R be the e ective reduction cover for log
m where the reductions in
R correspond in the natural way to the functions in FL. Schmidt [41] implicitly
shows that the class FL is a functional simulation class, and thus according
to Proposition 51, we can choose some appropriate subclass F of FL which is
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again a simulation class and where the functions in F increase so slowly that R is
closed under patching with the functions in F . The reduction cover R is obviously
not closed under de nition by oracle-dependent cases, however, we infer by an
argument which is basically the same as the one given in Example 21 that the
closure of R under de nition by oracle-dependent cases is not only closed under
de nition by oracle-dependent cases, but also under delayed patching, that is, the
relation log
m is indeed a standard reducibility.

Example 23. We x some k in ! and consider the polynomial time bounded
k-question truth-table reducibility Pk?tt. The reducibility Pk?tt is a standard
reducibility, as follows by basically the same proof as for the relation Ph?T in
Example 21. In case k  2, the relation Pk?tt is not transitive. Observe that
a bounded reducibility r is transitive i the class of r - reductions is closed
under composition. Now, if we de ne for all l in ! the functional ?l by

?l (B; x) :=



1
0

if B \ fx; : : :; x + l ? 1g 6= ; ;
otherwise

then ?k is a Pk?tt - reduction for all k in !, but the composition of ?k with itself
is equal to ?2k?1 and hence is not a Pk?tt - reduction for k  2, as can be shown
by the standard methods for separating reducibilities due to Ladner et al.[24].

Example 24. Wilson [49, 50], considers relativized circuits, that is, circuits

which besides the usual logical gates can contain oracle gates. Each oracle gate
has a xed number of inputs and a single output, and on some input x of the
required length, the oracle gate outputs 1 i x is in the given oracle. Wilson
introduces for each xed k in ! the binary relation NC k on 2! where we have
ANC k B i there is some constant c in ! and some function g in FL such that,
given some appropriate encoding scheme for circuits, for all n in !, the value
g(1n) is the code of some relativized circuit of size nc +c and depth c logk n which
on oracle B computes the restriction of A to strings of length n.
We x k  1, and we let Rk be the e ective reduction cover for NC k
where the reductions in Rk correspond to pairs of some constant c in ! and
some function g in FL. The reduction cover Rk is closed under de nition by
oracle-dependent cases, because given some tt-condition T and two reductions
in Rk , within the given resource bounds, we can construct some relativized circuit which checks membership of its oracle in T , and which then in turns can
be used as a \subcircuit" in a relativized circuit which computes the T -mix of
the two reductions under consideration. The reduction cover Rk is also closed
under delayed patching, because according to Proposition 51, we can choose some
appropriate subclass F of the simulation class FL which is again a simulation
class and where the functions in F increase so slowly that for every f in F we
can patch the oracle by hard-wiring the partial characteristic function f (n) into
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the relativized circuit which corresponds to length n. We leave the details of this
construction, as well as the proof of faithfulness to the reader.

Next, we consider a bounded reducibility on 2! which, intuitively speaking,
has sucient computation power in order to qualify for the concept standard
reducibility, but which fails to be a standard reducibility due to having severely
restricted oracle access.

Example 25. The relation P1 is the variant of polynomial time bounded many-

one reducibility where the reduction functions are required to be one-one. The
relation P1 is a bounded reducibility, but not a standard reducibility. In particular, there are sets A such that A  A is not P1 - reducible to A, that is, the join
operator does not provide l.u.b.'s for the structure (2! ; P1 ) and consequently,
the relation P1 is not faithful. In order to show this, we consider the the set

A := f0g(n) : n 2 !g

where g is a function which grows fast enough, say g(n) = 22n . For a proof by
contradiction, we assume that there is some 1:1 reduction function r computable
in polynomial time which witnesses that A  A is reducible to A. If we choose n
suciently large, by assumption on g and because r is computable in polynomial
time, r cannot map any string of length less or equal to 1 + g(n) to a string of
length greater than g(n+1). Hence r maps the 2n+2 strings in (A  A)[1+g(n)]
to the n + 1 strings in Ag(n+1) , which contradicts r being 1:1.

We conclude this section by a sketch of the most widely known reducibility
on !! , which is due to Mehlhorn and which we denote by FP
T . We introduce
this relation by an alternative characterization due to Kapron and Cook, for
discussion and further references see the recent survey by Clote [16].

Example 26. Mehlhorn [31] introduces the concept basic feasible functional and
!
then de nes the relation FP
T on ! as the reducibility which has the class of

basic feasible functionals as a reduction cover. Kapron and Cook [21, 22], introduce basic poly-time functionals and show that the class of all these functionals
is a reduction cover for FP
T , too. We sketch their concept of basic poly-time
functional where for the sake of simplicity and in accordance with our conception of reducibility we restrict our account to the case of a single number and
function argument. We leave it to the reader to show that the reducibility FP
T ,
which has the class of basic poly-time functionals as a reduction cover, is in
fact a standard reducibility. Kapron and Cook use oracle Turing machines which
have a designated oracle-query tape and a designated oracle-answer tape where
on entering some special query state with string x written on the oracle-query
tape, the oracle-query tape is erased, and the value of the function oracle at place
x is written in binary on the oracle-answer tape. For each such oracle call, the
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length of the binary expansion of the returned function value is charged against
the running time of the oracle Turing machine.
In order to obtain appropriate bounds on the running time, Kapron and Cook
consider second-order polynomials. The class of second-order polynomials over a
single function variable L and a single numeric variable k is de ned inductively
by requiring that the class contains k and all c in !, and if P and Q are secondorder polynomials in this class, then so are P +Q, P  Q, and L(P). Second-order
polynomials are evaluated in the obvious way, for example given the second-order
polynomial

P := L(L(k)) + 2  L(k + 1) + 4  k
and the function f which maps x to x2, then P(f; 2) evaluates to 42. Then, a
functional ? on !! is a basic poly-time functional if there is some oracle Turing
machine T and some second-order polynomial P such that for all functions f in
!! and for all x in !, T computes ?(f; x) in time P(jf j; jxj) where jxj is the
usual length of the string x and jf j, the length of f , is de ned by
jf j(n) := jmax
jf(y)j :
yjn
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3 Basic Concepts Related to Standard Reducibilities
3.1 Generalized Use

In subsequent proofs, we use the concept generalized use introduced in De nition
28 as a substitute for the usual concept of use of an oracle Turing machine.
Proposition27. Let ? be a continuous functional and let x be in !.
1. Among all sets I which satisfy
A j I = B j I implies ?(A; x) = ?(B; x) for all sets A and B ; (20)
there is a least one w.r.t. set theoretical inclusion.
(Observe that this least set is uniquely determined and, by continuity of ?
and Fact 3, is actually nite.)
2. Given some recursive functional e , we can e ectively obtain the least set
I which satis es (20) where ? is replaced with e . The procedure which
computes I is uniform in e and x, however it might fail to terminate in case
e is unde ned for some oracle.

De nition28. For a continuous functional ? and for x in !, we denote the
least set I which satis es (20) as generalized use u(?; x) of ? at place x.
Proof of Proposition 27. In Sect. 1.5 on topology we already mentioned that due
to compactness of 2! , for a continuous functional ? and for all x in ! there is
always some nite set I which satis es (20). Thus, concerning the rst assertion
we are done if we can show that the class of sets I which satisfy (20) is closed
under intersection. So we let I0 and I1 be two sets in this class and we assume
that the sets A and B agree on I0 \ I1 . Then there is some set C which agrees
with A on I0 and with B on I1 . Now on the one hand, the value ?(C; x) is
equal to ?(A; x) by assumption on I0 , and on the other hand ?(C; x) is equal
to ?(B; x) by assumption on I1 , that is, ?(A; x) is equal to ?(B; x).
For a proof of the second assertion in Proposition 27, observe that for a
partial recursive functional e where e (A; x) is de ned for all sets A, the proof
of Fact 3 can be e ectivized in the sense that we can obtain e ectively in e and
x some nite, but not necessarily minimal set I which satis es (20). In order to
obtain the least set which satis es (20), it is then sucient to search through all
subsets of I.
ut
Proposition 29 provides an alternate characterization of the concept generalized
use.
Proposition29. Let ? be some functional, and let x and z be in !. Then z is
in u(?; x) i there is some set C where we have
?(C [ fz g; x) 6= ?(C n fz g; x) :
(21)
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Proof. First, assume that z satis es (21) for some set C, but z is not in u(?; x).
Then the sets C [fz g and C nfz g witness that the set I:=u(?; x) does not satisfy
(20), thus contradicting the de nition of generalized use. Next, we assume that
(21) is false for all sets C, but z is in u(?; x). In this case the set

I := u(?; x) n fz g
also satis es (20), thus contradicting the minimality condition in the de nition
of generalized use. In fact, if I does not satisfy (20), there are sets A and B
which agree on I, and where ?(A; x) di ers from ?(B; x). But then we obtain
?(A; x) = ?(A [ fz g; x)

and

?(B; x) = ?(B [ fz g; x) ;

because (21) is false for all sets. So, A [ fz g and B [ fz g agree on u(?; x), but
for these sets ? yields di erent values at x, thus contradicting the de nition of
generalized use.
ut

Remark 30. We have chosen the term generalized use because the concept is

similar to the usual notion of use of an oracle Turing machine, but is more general and is also applicable to nonrecursive functionals. However, for the functional which is computed by some total oracle Turing machine, the generalized
use at some place x might be strictly contained in the use of the corresponding
oracle Turing machine, because an oracle Turing machine in general asks superuous queries. On the other hand observe that there is some recursive function
u such that for every recursive functional e we have for all x

 if e(:; x) is total, then so is u(e)(:; x), and in this case u(e)(A; x) is equal
to e (A; x) for all sets A,

 if e(:; x) is total, then the oracle Turing machine Tu(e) which computes u(e)

on number input x queries for all oracles exactly the places in the generalized
use u(e ; x) of e at x,
 if e (X; x) is unde ned for some set X , then u(e)(A; x) is unde ned for all
sets A.

For example we can choose the function u such that the oracle Turing machine
Tu(e) on number input x, intuitively speaking, rst tries to compute u(e ; x), then
queries its oracle in order to obtain the restriction  of the oracle to u(e ; x),
and nally simulates Te on number input x and oracle h;; i. Observe that by
Example 31, if Te works in polynomial time, then unless P equals NP , in general
we cannot choose Tu(e) to work in polynomial time, too.

Example 31 shows that given some arbitrary, but xed functional ? which is
computed by a polynomial time bounded oracle Turing machine T, in general
the following two problems are both NP -complete: to decide for a given pair
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(x; z) of natural numbers, rstly, whether z is in u(?; x) and, secondly, whether
for some oracle the oracle Turing machine T queries place z of the oracle while
working on number argument x.

Example 31. Let ?e be the functional computed by the e-th machine in some
appropriate enumeration of all polynomial time bounded oracle Turing machines.
Consider the sets

Ge := fhx; z i : z 2 u(?e ; x)g ;
Qe := fhx; z i : there is some set B where Te queries z on input B and xg :
In connection with simulations of an oracle Turing machine T by some nondeterministic Turing machine, we refer by the expression nondeterministically
guessing an oracle to the following technique.

 Given some number input x and a polynomial p which bounds the running

time, and hence also bounds the number of oracle queries of T , we perform
p(jxj) nondeterministic choices. We identify these choices in the canonical
way with values in f0; 1g, and record them on some work tape. Then, during
the simulation of T , the outcome of the i-th choice is substituted for the
answer to the i-th new oracle question. Note that it is necessary to keep
track of all the oracle queries asked during the simulation, in order to be
able to decide for a query whether it is new or has been asked before, because
in the latter case the same answer as before has to be assigned to the query.

We show rst that the sets Ge and Qe are in NP for each xed e in !.
In order to decide in nondeterministic polynomial time whether hx; z i is in Ge ,
respectively in Qe, we guess nondeterministically an oracle B , and we accept on
the path which corresponds to B i by simulating Te we obtain that

 ?e(B [ fz g; x) di ers from ?e(B n fz g; x) (in order to decide Ge ),
 the query z is asked on inputs x and B (in order to decide Qe ).
Next, we construct a polynomial time bounded oracle Turing machine Te
where the sets Ge and Qe are NP -complete. We show the completeness of these
sets by de ning Pm - reductions from the standard NP -complete set Sat, where
x is in Sat i the x-th propositional formula in conjunctive normal form has
some satisfying assignment.

 On inputs x and B , the oracle Turing machine Te checks whether the values
B(hx; 1i); B(hx; 2i); : : : describe a satisfying assignment for the x-th propositional formula in conjunctive normal form.
- If the answer is yes, then Te outputs B(hx; 0i).
- If the answer is no, then Te outputs 0, without querying hx; 0i.
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We leave it to the reader to check that the function de ned by g(x):=hx; hx; 0ii
witnesses SatPm Ge and SatPm Qe .

We conclude this section by introducing an extension of the concept generalized
use which we will apply in connection with standard reducibilities on !! .

Remark 32 { Generalized Use for Reducibilities on ! ! . The proof of
Proposition 27 and the subsequent de nition of the concept generalized use basically depend only on the fact that 2! can be written as the countable product of
uniformly recursive nite sets, that is, 2! is equal to i2! Ei where all sets Ei
are equal to f0; 1g. Accordingly, a subclass C of !! is effectively compact
i we have
O

C=

i2!

Ei

where the nonempty and nite sets Ei are uniformly recursive. Now, given a
recursive functional ? on !! and some e ectively compact subclass C of !! , we
let uC (?; x), the generalized use of ? at x w.r.t. C , be the least set I which
satis es
f j I = g j I implies ?(f; x) = ?(g; x) for all f; g in C :
As in the special case where C is equal to 2! , the set uC (?; x) is nite and
uniquely determined. Furthermore, we can obtain the generalized use of some
recursive functional e uniformly e ective in x, e and an index of some recursive representation of C . Observe that while we introduce this relativization of the
concept generalized use to some e ectively compact class only for recursive functionals, the relativization extends in the canonical way to arbitrary continuous
functionals on !! .

3.2 Closure under Finite Variation

We show in this section that standard reducibilities are c.f.v. In the proof of
the corresponding Proposition 35, we use Lemmas 33 and 34, which we state
separately for further use.
Lemma 33. Let the relation r be faithful. If for all sets B there is some
nonempty and nite set M such that for all sets A which are reducible to B
we have

A n M r B

and
then the relation r is downwards c.f.v.

A [ M r B ;

Proof of Lemma 33. Assuming that for each set B there is some set M as in

the lemma, we show a series of claims which then imply that r is downwards
c.f.v. In connection with the rst claim, recall that by zA we refer to the set
fzw : w 2 Ag where zw denotes the concatenation of the strings z and w.
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Claim 1. For all z in ! and all sets A and B we have A r B i zA r B.
Proof of Claim 1. We show Claim 1 by induction on the length of z. In case z is
the empty string, the assertion is vacuously satis ed. In case z di ers from the
empty string, we rst assume that z is equal to 1y for some string y, and in this
case we have
zA = ;  (yA) :
Thus, by faithfulness of r , the upper cone of zA coincides with the intersection
of the upper cones of ; and yA, and we obtain

r (zA) = r (;) \ r (yA) = r (yA) = r (A) ;
where the equations, from left to right, hold by the preceding remark, because
the upper cone of the empty set contains all sets, and by the induction hypothesis
for y. So we are done with the induction step in case z has the form 1y. In case
z has the form 0y, we proceed likewise while exploiting the fact that zA can be
written as (yA)  ;.
Claim 2. A r B implies A n fg r B for all sets A and B.
Proof of Claim 2. Given some set B, we choose some nonempty nite set M as

in the assumption of the lemma, and we let z be the maximal element in M.
Obviously, the least element of zA is greater or equal to z, and hence we obtain
(zA) n M = (zA) n fz g = z(A n fg) :

(22)

Now, in case A is reducible to B, then so is zA by Claim 1, and further, by
choice of M, also (zA) n M is reducible to B. Thus also the set on the right of
(22) is reducible to B, and applying Claim 1 again, we infer A n fg r B.
Claim 3. A r B implies Left(A) r B and Right(A) r B for all sets A and

B.

Proof of Claim 3. Assuming A r B we infer

Left(A)  Right(A) = A n fg r B ;
where the relations hold by de nition of the functionals Left and Right and by
Claim 2, respectively. Now we are done, because for a faithful relation r the
join of two sets is a locally transitive upper bound for them, and hence Left(A)
and Right(A) are both reducible to B.
Claim 4. A r B implies A [ fg r B for all sets A and B.
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Proof of Claim 4. Given some set B, we show by induction on the length of the
maximal element in M that if we have
A r B implies A [ M r B for all sets A ;
(23)
for some nonempty and nite set M, then (23) holds also with M replaced
by fg. Claim 4 then is immediate, because by the assumption of the Lemma
there is some nonempty and nite set M which satis es (23). Assuming that the
nonempty and nite set M satis es (23), we let z be the maximal element in
M. The assertion is immediate if z is the empty string, so we assume that z is
equal to 0y for some y, and we leave the similar symmetric case z = 1y to the
interested reader. Then for all sets A we have
A [ Left(M) = Left(A  ;) [ Left(M) = Left((A  ;) [ M) ; (24)
where the equations hold, because A coincides with Left(A  ;), and because
the functional Left distributes over the union operator. Now, if some set A is
reducible to B, then so is the set on the right of (24), due to assumption on M,
and because lower r - cones are closed under  and the functional Left due
to faithfulness and Claim 3, respectively. As a consequence, the set Left(M)
satis es (23), and hence we are done by the induction hypothesis, because the
maximal element y of Left(M) is strictly shorter than the maximal element 0y
of M.
Claim 5. A r B implies A n fz g r B and A [ fz g r B for all sets A and B
and for all z in !.
Proof of Claim 5. We show Claim 5 by induction on the length of z. In case z
is the empty string, the assertion is immediate from Claims 2 and 4. So, again
leaving the similar proof of the case z = 1y to the reader, we assume that z is
equal to 0y for some y in !. Observe that by de nition of the join operator we
have for all sets A
(A n fz g) n fg = (Left(A) n fyg)  Right(A)
(25)
(A [ fz g) n fg = (Left(A) [ fyg)  Right(A) :
(26)
Assuming A r B, we obtain by Claim 3 that Left(A) and Right(A) are both
reducible to B, and further, by the induction hypothesis for y, the same holds
for Left(A) n fyg and Left(A) [ fyg. Now, by faithfulness of r , the lower cone
of B is closed under join, and hence the sets on the right-hand side of (25) and
(26) are reducible to B. But then so are the sets on the left-hand side, and, by
Claim 4, also the sets A n fz g and A [ fz g.
Lemma 33 now is immediate by Claim 5, because given some set A in the lower
cone of some set B, changing A at nitely many arbitrarily chosen places will
not put us outside the lower cone of B.
ut
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Next, we state another technical lemma which we will use in the proof of Proposition 35.
Lemma 34. Let R be a reduction cover for some binary relation r on 2!
where R is closed under de nitions by oracle-dependent cases. Let A0; : : :; An
and B0 ; : : :; Bn be sets where the sets Bi are pairwise distinct and where for all
i  n the set Ai is r - reducible to Bi . Then there is a functional ? in R which
simultaneously witnesses these relations, that is, for all i  n the set Ai is equal
to ?(Bi ).
Proof of Lemma 34. We show the lemma by induction on n. The case n = 0 is

immediate by the de nition of reduction cover, so we assume n > 0. By assumption, for all i < n the sets Bi and Bn di er at some place zi , and consequently,
the restriction of Bn to the set fzi : i < ng de nes a tt-condition T which contains Bn , but none of the sets Bi where i < n. Now by assumption on Bn there
is a functional ?0 in R where An is equal to ?0(Bn ), and by the induction hypothesis, there is a functional ?1 in R where Ai is equal to ?1(Bi ) for all i < n.
By choice of ?0 , ?1 and T it is then immediate that Ai is reducible to Bi for all
i  n via the functional h?0; ?1iT , which is in R by closure of R under de nition
by oracle-dependent cases.
ut

Proposition35. Standard reducibilities are c.f.v.
Proof of Proposition 35. Given some standard reducibility r , by de nition of
standard reducibility, we choose some e ective reduction cover R for r which
is closed under de nition by oracle-dependent cases and under delayed patching.
Here we assume that the latter closure property is witnessed by some functional
simulation class F , that is, R F is contained in R.
Claim 1. For each set B, there is some nonempty nite set M, such that for all
sets A which are reducible to B we have
A n M r B and A [ M r B:
Proof of Claim 1. Recall that 0 ; 1; : : : is an e ective enumeration of all nite
partial characteristic functions where 0 is equal to . We choose some i in !
where i 6v B, and we let f be the function from ! to ! which yields i at place
1, and yields 0 at all other places. We choose some delayed simulation s of f in
F and consider the set
M := fz 2 ! : s(z) = ig = fz 2 ! : s(z) 6v B g ;
(27)
where the second equation in (27) holds because the range of s contains exactly
the values 0 and i. The set M is nonempty and nite, because s(z) must attain
the value f(1) = i for some z, and must yield 0 for almost all z.
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Now, by choice of i, the sets B and hB; i i are di erent, and consequently, by
Lemma 34 and because the empty set is reducible to all sets, there is a functional
? in R where
A = ?(B) and ; = ?(hB; ii) :
By choice of M and ?, we obtain

in case z is in M ;
[? s](B; z) = 0A(z)
otherwise
that is, the functional ? s witnesses that A n M is reducible to B. By a
modi cation of this argument where we choose the functional ? such that it
witnesses simultaneously
A = ?(B) and ! = ?(hB; i i) ;
we obtain that A [ M is reducible to B, too.
Now, by Claim 1 and Lemma 33, the relation r is downwards c.f.v, and it
remains to show that r is upwards c.f.v, too. Assuming A r B and B = C,
we let I be the nite set of arguments on which B and C di er, and we x some j
in ! where j is equal to B j I, that is, B is equal to hC; j i. We let the function
f from ! to ! be de ned by f(0) = 0 and by f(x) = j for all x > 0, and we
let s be some delayed simulation of f in F . We choose some functional ? in R
which witnesses A r B. Then the s-patch ? s of ? is again in R, and hence
the set ? s(C) is reducible to C. But by choice of s, the set hC; s(x)i is equal
to B for all but nitely many x, and consequently, ? s(C) is a nite variation
of ?(B) = A. Consequently, because r is downwards c:f:v:, A is reducible to
C, that is, r is upwards c.f.v., too.
ut

3.3 The Class of Admissible Cases

Recall from the introduction that a functional can alternatively be described as
a unary function from 2! to 2! , or as a binary function from 2! ! to f0; 1g. The
latter characterization suggests two ways, how we might combine two functionals
?0 and ?1 into a new functional ? via a de nition by cases.
1. In De nition 18 we have already introduced definition by oracle-dependent cases: given functionals ?0 and ?1, and some tt-condition T , we let
h?0 ; ?1iT (A) be equal to ?0(A) or be equal to ?1(A), depending on whether
A is in T or is not.
2. Now, given some set M, we let
?(X) := h?0(X); ?1(X)iM ;
(28)
that is, ?(X; x) is equal to ?0(X; x) if x is in M, and is equal to ?1(X; x),
otherwise. We denote this type of combination as definition by numberdependent cases.
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Proposition 37 shows that for a set M it does not matter whether we require,
rstly, that the class of all r - reductions is closed under de nition by number-dependent cases w.r.t. M or, secondly, that all lower r - cones are closed
under de nition by cases w.r.t. M. In order to formulate this and further result,
we introduce some notation.
De nition36. Let r be a binary relation on 2! .
1. The class of admissible cases of r is
Mr := fM  ! : for all sets A; B; X
[A r X and B r X implies hA; B iM r X]g :
2. The class of least sets of r is
Lr := fA  ! : A r B for all sets B g :

Proposition37. Let r be a binary relation on 2! and let M be some set. Then

the following conditions are equivalent.

 M is in Mr .
 The functional ? de ned by

?(X) := h?0 (X); ?1(X)iM
(29)
is an r - reduction for all r - reductions ?0 and ?1 .
 The functional ? de ned by (29) is an r - reduction for all r - reductions
?0 and ?1 in some xed reduction cover for r .

Proof. The second assertion obviously implies the third, so it remains to show

that the rst assertion implies the second, and that the third implies the rst.
In order to prove the former implication, let M be in Mr , and let ?0 and ?1
be arbitrary r - reductions. By assumption, for all sets X both of ?0(X) and
?1 (X) are r - reducible to X, and then so is the set ?(X) as de ned in (29), by
de nition of ? and by assumption on M; consequently, as the set X was chosen
arbitrarily, ? is an r - reduction. Next, let R be some reduction cover for r
and let the M be a set where ? as de ned in (29) is an r - reduction for all
functionals ?0 and ?1 in R. Now, given sets A and B which are both reducible
to some set C, we choose functionals ?0 and ?1 in R which witness these facts,
respectively. Then for the functional ? as de ned in (29), the set ?(C) is equal
to hA; B iM , and the latter set is reducible to C by assumption on ?, that is, M
is in Mr .
ut
For the bounded reducibility PT , it is easy to see that the class of least sets
LPT and the class of admissible cases MPT are both equal to P , and therefore in
case of the relation PT , in particular the class of admissible cases is closed under
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the set theoretical operations union, intersection and complement. Proposition
38 shows that the latter holds for all standard reducibilities and that Mr is
always included in Lr . Example 39 shows that in general this last inclusion is
proper.
Proposition38. Let r be a faithful relation on 2! .
1. Mr is a subset of Lr .
2. Mr contains ; and is closed under the set theoretical operations union, intersection, and complement. Equivalently, (Mr ; ) is a subalgebra of (2! ; ).
3. If r is downwards c.f.v., then Mr is closed under the join operator.

Proof. For a proof of the rst assertion, observe that for a faithful relation r

the sets ; and ! are reducible to all other sets, and thus by de nition of Mr we
have for all sets A and for all sets M in Mr
M = h!; ;iM r A :
The second assertion follows from the de nition of Mr and because we have for
all sets A, B, M, M0 , and M1

hA; B i; = B; hA; B iM = hB; AiM ; hA; B iM \M = hhA; B iM ; B iM ;
where the equations, from left to right, show that Mr contains ; and is closed
0

1

1

0

under complement and intersection; closure under union then follows by the De
Morgan formula.
In order to show the third assertion, observe that by de nition of the operators involved, we have for all sets A and B and for all sets M0 and M1 in

Mr
hA; B iM M = Left(hA  ;; B  ;iM )  Right(h;  A; ;  B iM ) : (30)
0

0

1

1

Here Left and Right are implicitly de ned by the equation
X n fg = Left(X)  Right(X) :
Observe that in general equality does not hold in (30), because due to the definition of the join operator the empty string is in the set on the left-hand side
of (30) i it is in B, but it is never contained in the set on the right-hand side.
Now, if A and B are in the lower cone of some set C, then so is the set on the
right-hand side of (30), because for a faithful relation r the empty set is in the
lower cone of every set, and because lower cones are closed under join, under
de nition by cases with sets in Mr and, in case r is downwards c.f.v., also under the operations Left and Right. Then, again by r being downwards c.f.v.,
the set on the left-hand side of (30) is in the lower cone of C, and consequently,
as A and B are chosen arbitrarily, M0  M1 is in Mr .
ut
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Example 39. We call a set non-selfdual i it is not Pm - reducible to its
complement. Ladner et al. [24] have shown that there are recursive non-selfdual
sets. We choose such a set N and we let

(31)
A B :, APm (B  N) ;
where we denote by N the complement of N . We leave it to the interested reader

to check that the relation  is faithful and that the class of least sets L is
exactly the lower Pm - cone of N . Thus in particular, L is not closed under
complement, because it contains N , but cannot contain the set N , due to N being
non-selfdual. Consequently, by Proposition 38, M is strictly contained in L .

Proposition40. For a standard reducibility r , the class Mr is a simulation
class.

Proof. We choose some e ective reduction cover R for the standard reducibility
r which is closed under de nition by oracle-dependent cases and under delayed

patching, where the latter closure property is witnessed by some functional simulation class F , that is, R F is contained in R. Further, we let i and j be
di erent from 0 and such that the nite partial characteristic functions i and j
are incompatible, that is, there is some y in ! where i and j are both de ned
and disagree. Given a recursive set L, we let
8
< 0 if x = 0
fL (x) := : i if x 6= 0 and L(x) = 0 ;
j otherwise
that is, basically we replace in the characteristic function of L all values 0 with
i, and all values 1 with j. Here we let fL (0) be equal to 0 in order to ensure that
we can e ectively obtain a delayed simulation sL of fL in F . We let
ML = fy 2 ! : sL (y) = j g :
We leave it to the reader to check that, rstly, the set ML thus de ned is a
delayed simulation of L for all sets L where L(0) = 0 holds and that, secondly,
the de nition of ML can be made e ective in the sense that there is a recursive
function sim where for all sets L = 'e the set ML is equal to 'sim(e) . Then, in
order to show that Mr is a simulation class, it is sucient to show that for every
recursive set L, the set ML is in fact in Mr . We assume that A0, A1 , and B are
sets where A0 and A1 are both r - reducible to B. The standard reducibility r
is c.f.v. according to Proposition 35, and consequently A0 and A1 are reducible
to hB; i i and hB; j i, respectively. These two facts are simultaneously witnessed
by some functional ? in R, according to Lemma 34 and because the sets hB; i i
and hB; j i are distinct by choice of i and j. Then, for the functional
? := h?0; ?1ifX !:i vX g ;
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we have
hA0 ; A1iML = h?0 (hB; i i); ?1(hB; j i)iML = [? sL ](B) r B ; (32)
and hence, by r being c.f.v. the set hA0 ; A1iML is reducible to B, and further,
the set ML is in Mr . The relations in (32) hold from left to right, respectively, by
choice of ?0 and ?1, by de nition of ?, and because ? sL is an r - reduction
due to the closure properties of R. Observe that in general in (32) we cannot
replace equality up to nite variation by equality, because the delayed simulation
sL of fL will yield the value fL (0) = 0 on a nite initial segment of the natural
numbers.
ut

3.4 Simulation of Recursive Oracles
Based on the fact that standard reducibilities possess reduction covers which
are closed under delayed patching, we have shown in the last section that for a
standard reducibility r the class Mr of admissible cases is a simulation class. In
this section, we consider a second important consequence of closure under delayed
patching: any reduction to some recursive set is witnessed by some reduction
which on increasing number inputs ignores larger and larger initial parts of its
set argument. This fact amounts to some special form of delayed patching, where
we do not patch according to some arbitrary e ective sequence of nite partial
characteristic functions, but with increasingly long initial segments of the course
of value of some xed recursive set.
De nition41. 1. A function m : !2 ! ! is a modulus of oracle simulation i , rstly, m is recursive and, secondly, we have for all e in !
 m(e;x) v m(e;x+1) for all x in !,
 Fx2! m(e;x) = 'e
2. A reduction cover is closed under oracle simulation i there is a modulus of oracle simulation m such that R is closed under patching with the
functions m(e; :) from ! to !, that is, for all ? in R and all e in !, the
functional ? m(e; :) is in R.

Example 42. For all e and x in ! we let
I(e; x) := fi 2 ! : i < x & 'e;jxj (i) #g
(e; x) := 'e j I(e; x) ;
and we let m(e; x) be the least natural number where m(e;x) is equal to (e; x).
Observe that the de nition of the set I(e; x) is formulated in terms of the approximation 'e;s(x) and not in terms of 'e (x), and that hence we can obtain the
set I(e; x) e ectively in e and x. As a consequence the function m is recursive
and is indeed a modulus of oracle simulation.
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Proposition43. 1. If F is a functional simulation class, then there is some
modulus of oracle simulation m where for all e in ! the function

m(e; :) : ! ! !

is in F .
2. If a reduction cover is closed under delayed patching, then it is also closed
under oracle simulation.
3. Every standard reducibility has an e ective reduction cover which is closed
under oracle simulation.
Proof. From the rst assertion, the second assertion follows by de nition of the

two closure conditions involved. The third assertion then is immediate, because
by the second assertion any e ective reduction cover which witnesses that some
standard reducibility is closed under delayed patching is also closed under oracle
simulation. So it remains to prove the rst assertion. Given some functional
simulation class F we choose some witnessing function sim, and we let m be
the modulus of oracle simulation de ned in Example 42. Observe that for all e,
we have m(e; 0) = 0 because on the one hand by convention 0 is the empty
partial characteristic function, while on the other hand by de nition of m the
value m(e; 0) is the least index of the empty partial characteristic function. By
the smn-theorem, there is a recursive function g where m(e; x) = g(e)(x) holds
for all e and x in !. Then the function m0 de ned by
m0 (e; x) = sim(g(e)) (x)
is recursive, and m0 is in fact a modulus of oracle simulation: for each e in !, the
function m0 (e; :) is a delayed simulation of m(e; :), that is, intuitively speaking,
m0 yields a simulation of 'e which is basically the same, but which is \slower"
than the one provided by m.
ut
In the proof of Proposition 43 we have used that for the modulus of oracle
simulation from Example 42 we have m(e; 0) = 0 for all natural numbers e. In
fact, given an arbitrary modulus of oracle simulation m0 then by our convention
that 0 is the empty partial characteristic function , we obtain again a modulus
of oracle simulation if for all e, we change the value m0 (e; 0) into 0.
We conclude this section by Lemma 44, which shows in particular that for
every modulus of oracle simulation m and for every recursive set, we can choose
some index i for this set such that the domains of the partial characteristic
functions m(i;0); m(i;1); : : : are all initial segments of the natural numbers. The
intuition for the existence of such an index is that computing 'i (x + 1) is so
much harder than computing 'i (x) that our xed resource bounded simulation
scheme which corresponds to m obtains 'i (x) before it obtains the values of 'i
for any argument larger than x.
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Lemma 44. Let m be a modulus of oracle simulation. Then there is some recursive function d such that for all e in ! we have
 for all x in !, the domain of m(d(e);x) has the form f0; : : :; ng,
 in case 'e is total, 'd(e) is equal to 'e ,
 in case 'e is not total and z is the least number where 'e (z) is unde ned,
the domain of 'd(e) is fx 2 ! : x < z g and 'd(e) agrees there with 'e .

A proof of Lemma 44 can be found in [33] and [32].

3.5 Relations to Blum Measure

The concept of a modulus of oracle simulation is related to Blum measures as
introduced by Blum [9]. Recall that a Blum measure with respect to the standard
enumeration '0 ; '1; : : : of the partial recursive functions is some partial function
: !2 ! ! such that, rstly, the domain of (e; :) is equal to the domain of 'e
for all e in ! and, secondly, the question \ (e; x) = z?" can be decided e ectively
in e; x, and z.
Now, for a modulus of oracle simulation m, by de nition for all e and z in !,
'e is de ned at z i there is some x in ! such that z is in dom(m(e;x) ). Thus
for every xed e in !, the domain of the partial function m (e; :) de ned by
m (e; z) := x[z 2 dom(m(e;x) )]
is equal to the domain of 'e . Further, we can decide e ectively, whether any
given z in ! is an element of dom(m(e;x) ), and consequently, the function m
is a Blum measure.
Conversely, given a Blum measure and a non-decreasing, unbounded recursive function f from ! to !, there is for example a recursive modulus of oracle
simulation m such that we have
dom(m(e;x) ) = fy  x : (e; y)  f(x)g :
Intuitively speaking, dom(m(e;x) ) contains all potential oracle queries y  x
such that 'e (y) can be computed within the - bound f(x).
Lynch, Meyer, and Fischer [26] extend the concept Blum measure to relativized
computations.
De nition45. [Lynch, Meyer, and Fischer]
 A sequence 0 ; 1 ; : : : of partial functionals
e : 2! ! ! !
is a relative complexity measure (w.r.t. the standard enumeration
0 ; 1; : : : of partial recursive functionals) i for all sets A and all e, x,
and y we have
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- e (A; x) is de ned i e(A; x) is de ned,
- we can decide uniformly e ectively in e, x, y, and A whether e (A; x) is
equal to y.
 Given some relative complexity measure and some function b from ! to !,
we let Ab B i there is some e in ! where A is equal to e (B) and where
for almost all x we have e (B; x)  b(x). Further, for some subclass B of
!! , we let AB B i there is some b in B where Ab B.
 We call a binary relation on 2! complexity determined if it can be written in the form B where is some relative complexity measure and B is
some subclass of !! .
Lynch et al. [26, Footnote 4, p. 257] remark in a context of resource bounded
reducibilities that
\: : :, many-one reducibilities and one-one reducibilities are not determined by a complexity restriction in any complexity measure. : : :".
While this remark is apparently true if restricted to more natural relative complexity measures such as time or space, Proposition 46 shows that if stated in full
generality, their claim is false. The proposition shows that bounded reducibilities can be equivalently characterized in terms of relative complexity measure.
While we consider an account in terms of reduction covers more appropriate for
the work presented here, it might be reasonable to use relative complexity measures in cases where we want to consider, say, in greater detail than possible by
using the concept delayed patching, relations between complexity determined reducibilities and subcomputations which are bounded w.r.t. some non-relativized
Blum measure.
Proposition46. For a binary relation r on 2! which is re exive and c.f.v.,
the following conditions are equivalent.

1. The relation r is a bounded reducibility.
2. There is some relative complexity measure and some recursive function b
from ! to ! such that r coincides with b .
3. There is some relative complexity measure and some recursively presentable
subclass B of !! such that r coincides with B .
Proof. In order to show that the rst assertion implies the second, we choose

some recursive presentation E for some e ective reduction cover of r , and we
let e be the recursive function where e(j) is the j-th element of E. Further, we
let be some arbitrary relative complexity measure, say, the measure which
corresponds to the usual concept of running time. By choice of E, we have that
e(j ) is total for all j in !, and hence the same holds for e(j ) by de nition
of relative complexity measure. Thus e(j ) is actually recursive, because given
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arguments A and x we can successively check whether e(j ) (A; x) is equal to
0; 1; : : :, until we nd the corresponding function value, which exists by totality
of e(j ) . Then also the function b de ned by
b(x) := max
max
(A; x)
j x A! e(j )
is recursive, because the maximization over all sets A can be replaced by a
maximization over all partial characteristic functions with domain equal to the
generalized use u( e(j ); x), which in turn is recursive in j and x by recursiveness
of e and the e(j ) . We leave it to the reader to check that
0 (A; x) :=

e



e (A; x)
e (A; x) + b(x) + 1

in case e is in E
otherwise

is a relative complexity measure where r coincides with b .
The second assertion in Proposition 46 obviously implies the third, so we are
done if we show that the third assertion implies the rst. In order to do so , we
let r be complexity determined via some relative complexity measure and
some subclass B of !! where B is equal to fe(j ) : j 2 !g for some recursive
function e. We construct an e ective reduction cover f?(e;i;j ) : e; i; j 2 ! g for
r where each functional ?(e;i;j ) in the reduction cover corresponds to a triple
of some oracle Turing machine Te , some nite partial characteristic function i,
and some function e(j ) in B via the de nition
8
i(x)
if x 2 dom(i)
>
>
<

(A;
x)
if
x 2= dom(i) and for all y  x
e
:
?(e;i;j )(A; x) := >
[y
2
=
dom(
)
)
(A;
y)


(y)]
i
e
e
(
j
)
>
:
A(x)
otherwise
Observe that the ?(e;i;j ) are uniformly recursive in e, i, and j, and that in fact,
each functional ?(e;i;j ) is an r - reduction, because it maps each set A to a
nite variation of A or of e(A), where in the latter case the computation of e
on oracle A obeys on almost all number arguments the -bound e(j ). Moreover,
all functionals ?(e;i;j ) together form an e ective reduction cover for B , because
given a set A which is B - reducible to some set B, this fact is witnessed by
some partial recursive functional e which on oracle B computes the set A and
where for some j in ! and for almost all number arguments x the functional e
obeys, for the given oracle B, the -bound e(j ). But then there is some i in !
such that A is equal to ?(e;i;j )(B).
ut
0

3.6 Properties of Simulation Classes
We show in this section that the concept simulation class is robust under several
changes to its de nition. While a similar remark holds for functional simulation
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classes, we leave the statement of the corresponding results to the reader. We
start by extending the concept delayed simulation from total to partial characteristic functions, then showing in Proposition 48 that in a simulation class we
can e ectively nd delayed simulations not only for all recursive sets, but for all
partial recursive functions from ! to f0; 1g.
De nition47. A set S is a delayed simulation of some partial characteristic
function i there is some nondecreasing function l from ! to ! where for all x
in ! we have S(x) = (l(x)) and where the range of l is
fz 2 ! : (y) is de ned for all y  z g :
Proposition48. A subclass S of 2! is a simulation class i there is a recursive
function sim from ! to ! where for all e in ! we have
 'sim(e) is in S .
 If 'e (0) is equal to 0, then 'sim(e) is a delayed simulation of 'e .
Proof. Let S be a subclass of 2! . Obviously, a function sim as in Proposition 48
witnesses that S is a simulation class. In order to show the reverse implication,
we recall from Example 14 that the class of functions computable in polynomial
time is a functional simulation class, and hence the class of sets computable
in polynomial time is a simulation class. We let sim0 be a witnessing function for the latter fact which corresponds to the type of simulation described in
Example 14. Then the two conditions in Proposition 48 are satis ed with sim
replaced by sim0 . Thus, if sim1 witnesses that S is a simulation class, then
sim:=sim 1  sim0 witnesses that S satis es the two conditions from the proposition. More precisely, given some index e in !, then 'sim (sim (e)) is obviously
in S . Further, if function l0 witnesses that 'sim (e) is a delayed simulation of
'e , and l1 witnesses that 'sim (sim (e)) is a delayed simulation of 'sim (e) , then
l0  l1 witnesses that 'sim(e) is a delayed simulation of 'e .
ut
While Proposition 48 shows that simulation classes can be equivalently de ned
by conditions which on rst sight might appear more restrictive, we now derive
another equivalent de nition of the concept simulation class which is seemingly
weaker, and which in particular is formulated in terms of a more liberal version
of delayed simulations.
De nition49. Let A and S be subsets of !. S is a weak delayed simulation
of set A i S is many-one reducible to A via some nondecreasing and unbounded
function l from ! to !.
Delayed simulations as introduced in De nition 12 di er from weak delayed
simulations precisely by the fact that for a delayed simulation the function l is
required to be onto !, while for a weak delayed simulation the range of l might
have gaps.
1

0

0

1

0

0
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Proposition50. A subclass S of 2! is a simulation class i there is a recursive
function sim from ! to ! where for all e in ! we have

 'sim(e) is in S .
 If 'e is a nite or co- nite set where 'e (0) is equal to 0, then 'sim(e) is a
weak delayed simulation of 'e .

Proposition 50 can be viewed as extension of an observation due to Mueller [37],
for details see Remark 58. We recommend to read the proof of Proposition 50
only after the material presented in Sect. 4. The reason for this is that, rstly,
we employ the recursion theorem in a way similar to proofs in Sect. 4.6 where,
however, the treatment there is more detailed. Secondly, in the proof we use
the concept block as introduced in De nition 61 below. In connection with the
following proof, observe that we count blocks starting with block 0, and hence
for example block 1 of some set is actually its second block.
Proof of Proposition 50. If some function sim witnesses that the class S is a

simulation class, then S and sim obviously satisfy the two conditions from the
proposition. So given S and sim as in the proposition, we have to show that S
is a simulation class, that is, that there is some recursive function sim1 where
'sim (e) is in S for all e, and is a delayed simulation of 'e whenever 'e is a
set where 'e (0) is equal to 0. We proceed by specifying uniformly e ective in e
some partial recursive function . Extending the argument in Remark 84 to the
recursion theorem with parameters as used in the proof of Lemma 44, we obtain
that already during the speci cation of we can use an index d(e) for where
d is some recursive function, that is, we have
1

= 'r(d(e);e) = 'd(e) ;
where by the smn-theorem we can choose r to be the recursive, and where
the equality on the right-hand side expresses that d yields xed points of r
according to the recursion theorem with parameters. In the construction we use
the notation
Si := 'sim (i) and Wi := 'sim(sim (i))
where we choose the recursive function sim0 according to Proposition 48 such
that it witnesses that in some arbitrary xed simulation class, say, the class of
sets computable in polynomial time, we can nd delayed simulations not only for
recursive sets, but also for partial recursive functions. Observe that Si and Wi
are sets for all i in ! and that by assumption on sim, if Si is nite or co- nite,
then Wi is a weak delayed simulation of Si .
Now, by assumption on sim, the sets Wi are in S for all i in !. Further, we
will argue that by our construction Wd(e) is a delayed simulation of 'e whenever
0

0
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'e is a set where 'e (0) is equal to 0. As a consequence, the recursive function
de ned by
sim1 (e) := sim(sim 0(d(e)))
witnesses that S is a simulation class, and we are done.
We perform a construction in stages where on termination of stage s we
specify the value of at place s + 1. In an initialization stage, rstly, we let
(0) be equal to 0, and secondly, we check whether Wd(e) (0) is equal to 0. If this
is not the case, we end the construction, and we proceed to stage 0, otherwise.
Stage s of the construction, s  0, consists of two substages:
1. We try to verify that block s of Wd(e) (0) contains at least as many
elements as block s of 'e ; on success, we proceed to the second
substage.
2. We let (s + 1) be equal to 1 ? (s).
In the remainder of this proof, we use the notation
s := !  ; j f0; : : :; sg ;
that is, the course of value of the partial characteristic functions s alternates
between 0 and 1, where the starting 0 corresponds to s().
Claim 1. We have s+1 v 'd(e) i stage s of the construction terminates. If
stage s of the construction does not terminate, then 'd(e) is unde ned on all
places x > s.
Proof. Claim 1 follows by an easy induction argument, because we have chosen

d(e) to be an index for the partial recursive function under construction.

Claim 2. The set Wd(e) has the value 0 at place 0.
Proof. Assuming that Wd(e) (0) di ers from 0, we infer that the construction

ends during the initialization stage, and thus 'd(e) is just de ned at place 0.
Consequently, Sd(e) is equal to the empty set, and then so is its weak delayed
simulation Wd(e) , contrary to our assumption.
Claim 3. If s is minimal such that stage s of the construction does not terminate,
then Wd(e) has exactly s + 1 blocks.
Proof. Given s as in the claim, then 'd(e) is equal to s by Claim 1, that is, the

partial function 'd(e) has exactly s + 1 blocks. But then its delayed simulation
Sd(e) has exactly s + 1 blocks, too, and in particular Sd(e) is either nite or
co- nite. Thus Wd(e) is a weak delayed simulation of Sd(e) , and hence can have
at most s + 1 blocks, because intuitively speaking, it cannot change values more
often than Sd(e) . On the other hand, Wd(e) has at least s blocks, because either
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s is 0 or stage s ? 1 terminated after checking that block s ? 1 of Wd(e) exists
and has the required size. Now, Sd(e) (0) and Wd(e) (0) are both equal to 0, and
hence if any of these two sets has an odd number of blocks, then it is nite,
and likewise, for an even number of blocks, it is co- nite. But Wd(e) is a weak
delayed simulation of Sd(e) , and hence either both are nite or both are in nite.
Thus we obtain a contradiction, if we assume that Sd(e) has s + 1 blocks, while
Wd(e) has s blocks. The preceding discussion then leaves us with s + 1 as the
only possible number of blocks for Wd(e) .
Claim 4. If block s of 'e exists and is nite, then stage s of the construction
terminates.
Proof. By induction on s we can assume that stage s is reached during the
construction. But if stage s does not terminate, then 'd(e) is equal to s, and
hence block s of Wd(e) is in nite by Claim 3. But then, because block s of 'e is
nite, the rst substage of stage s must eventually terminate, contradicting our
assumption.
Now, assume that 'e is a set where block s of 'e exists. In case block s is
nite, then by Claim 4, stage s of the construction terminates, and by the rst
substage this can only happen if block s of Wd(e) contains at least as many
elements as block s of 'e . On the other hand, if block s is in nite, then all
earlier stages terminate by Claim 4, but stage s does not, because the check in
the rst substage fails. Then block s of Wd(e) is in nite by Claim 3. By this
cardinality considerations, we obtain that Wd(e) is in fact a delayed simulation
of 'e , whenever 'e (0) is equal to 0.
ut
Proposition 51 comes in handy while showing that speci c resource bounded
reducibilities are closed under delayed patching, see Example 16 and Sect. 2.7.
Proposition51. Let the recursive function b from ! to ! be nondecreasing and
unbounded, and let F be a functional simulation class. Then the class
ff 2 F : f(x)  b(x) for all x 2 !g
is again a functional simulation class.

(33)

Proof. The idea of the proof is quite simple: given some recursive function h in

class F , we construct a recursive delayed simulation g of h where g(x)  b(x)
holds for all x in !. Then, given some delayed simulation f of g where this fact
is witnessed by some nondecreasing function l with range ! we have for all x in
!
f(x) = g(l(x))  b(l(x))  b(x) ;
where the relations hold, from left to right, by choice of l, because g is bounded
by b, and nally, because b is nondecreasing while we have l(x)  x. Thus in
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order to show that the class de ned in (33) is a functional simulation class, we
map a recursive function not directly to a delayed simulation h in F , but rst
to a recursive delayed simulation g of h which is bounded by b, and then to a
delayed simulation f of g in F .
Formally, given some function h in F , we let l(0) be equal to 0 and for x in
! we let


+ 1 in case h(y)  b(x + 1) for all y  l(x) + 1 ;
l(x + 1) := l(x)
l(x)
otherwise
and further

g(x) := h(l(x)) :

The function g is a delayed simulation of h and is by construction bounded by b.
Furthermore, an index for g can be obtained e ectively from an index for h, that
is, there is some recursive function r which maps an index for some function h
in F to an index of the corresponding delayed simulation g as above. Now, given
some function sim which witnesses that F is a functional simulation class, then
by the preceding discussion, the function
sim0 := sim  r  sim
witnesses that the class de ned in (33) is a functional simulation class.

ut

We conclude this section by an easy technical remark which we will use in subsequent proofs.

Remark 52. The de nition of simulation class does not specify how the witness-

ing function sim should behave on arguments e where the value 'e (0) is equal to
1 or is unde ned. However, given some witnessing function sim, there are several ways to \normalize" the function sim in order to achieve some reasonable
behaviour for such indices e. For example given an index e, we can rst change
'e in order to enforce the value 0 at place 0, and then assign to e a delayed
simulation of this altered partial characteristic function. More precisely, let  be
the partial characteristic function where dom() = f0g and (0) = 0, and let g
be some recursive function such that for all e in ! we have

'g(e) := h'e ;  i :
Now, if the function sim0 witnesses that S is a simulation class, then so does
sim:=sim 0  g. In addition, for all e in !, the set 'sim(e) is a delayed simulation
of h'e ;  i, and thus is a delayed simulation of 'e in case 'e (0) is equal to 0.
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3.7 Previous Work on Simulation Classes

The axiomatic approach of Schmidt [41] is based on the concept recursive gap
closure which we introduce in De nition 53 in a slightly modi ed form. The
di erence is that we refer by the term block to a maximal set of consecutive
numbers which all are in or all are out of some set, while Schmidt requires in
addition that strings of the same length either all are in or all are out of the
block.
De nition53.  A gap language is a subset of ! which is in nite and
co-in nite.
 A block of a subset A of ! is a maximal set of consecutive numbers which
either all are in A or all are out of A.
 A subclass C of 2! is recursively gap closed i for every recursive gap
language R there is some set G in C such that the set G, as well as its
complement, contain in nitely many blocks of R.
Note that every simulation class S is recursively gap closed: given some recursive
gap language R, then by Lemma 66 below there is some gap cover G for R in
S , and here in particular G and its complement contain in nitely many blocks
of R. On the other hand, there are recursively gap closed classes which are not
simulation classes and which in fact do not even contain delayed simulations
of all gap languages. For example consider the subclass D of the recursive sets
where for each set in the class there are in nitely many x where x is in X,
but x ? 1 and x + 1 are not. Then for all sets in D, the course of value contains
in nitely often the \pattern" 010, and hence the class D for example does neither
contain a delayed simulation of the empty set nor of the gap language f3x + 1 :
x in !g [ f3x + 2 : x in !g.
Schmidt shows recursive gap closure for several complexity classes, where
from her proofs it is immediate that the classes considered are in fact simulation
classes. In particular, we thus obtain that the class of sets simultaneously computable in linear time and logarithmic space is a simulation class. The content of
Theorem 54 is basically the same as Schmidt's Theorem 3.1 in [41], up to minor
modi cations and to reformulation in our terms. Note in this connection that
most of the further results in [41] are variants or applications of this theorem.

Theorem54. [Schmidt] Let C be a subclass of REC and let the class M be
recursively gap closed where C is closed under de nition by number-dependent
cases with sets in M, that is, for all sets M in M we have
A; B in C implies hA; B iM in C :
Let C1 and C2 be recursively presentable classes which are c.f.v. and where C is
neither contained in C1, nor in C2. Then C is not contained in the union of C1
and C2 .
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Proof. Let C01 ; C11; : : : and C02; C12; : : : be e ective enumerations of C1 and C2 ,

respectively. By assumption, we choose sets D1 and D2 which are in C , but
not in C1 and C2, respectively. We construct in stages a recursive gap language
R, where during stage s we specify which numbers are in block s of R; this
then determines R by letting R(0) be equal to 0. We let I0 be the block which
contains just 0. Then, given the rst s blocks I0 ; : : :; Is?1, we choose the next
block Is so large that, rstly, every set which agrees with D1 on Is disagrees
on Is with C01 through Cs1 and, secondly, likewise every set which agrees with
D2 on Is disagrees on Is with C02 through Cs2. Such a set exists and can be
found e ectively by searching through all partial characteristic functions with
domain equal to the union of I0 ; : : :; Is?1, because C1 and C2 are c.f.v. We leave
the details of the argument, which is similar to the one used in the proof of
Lemma 65, to the reader. Next, we choose some set M in the recursively gap
closed M where both, M and its complement, contain in nitely many blocks of
R. Then the set
hD1 ; D2 iM
is in C by assumption on C and M, but by our construction is neither contained
in C1, nor in C2.
ut

Corollary 55. Let r be some bounded reducibility which is faithful and c.f.v.
and where the class Mr of admissible cases is recursively gap closed. Then the
structure (REC; r ) is dense.
Proof. Given recursive sets A and B where A r B, we assume for a proof by

contradiction that there are no recursive sets strictly between A and B. Then
all sets in the lower cone of B are in one of the classes C1 and C2 de ned by
C1 := r (A)
C2 := fX  ! : X r B and B r X  Ag ;
because given some set X which is reducible to B, but is not in C1 or C2, the set
X  A is strictly between A and B. But then, Theorem 54 yields a contradiction.
First, observe that the lower cone of B is closed under de nition by numberdependent cases with the sets in the recursively gap closed class Mr , and is
neither contained in C1 as is witnessed by B, nor in C2 , as is witnessed by A.
Furthermore, the classes C1 and C2 are both c.f.v. and recursively presentable by
assumption on r .
ut
The work done by Mehlhorn in [29] and [31] has been most in uential in the
design of our generalized approach to resource bounded reducibilities, and in
particular so by his concept delayed simulation. We conclude this section by a
sketchy comparison of Mehlhorn's account to ours. For the sake of simplicity,
we restrict this comparison to reducibilities on 2! , while similar remarks hold
for the treatment of reducibilities on !! . In summary, we nd that Mehlhorn's
account di ers from ours in the following respects
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 Mehlhorn's axioms are designed to be applied to reducibilities of Turing type,

and in fact they are neither satis ed for reducibilities of bounded truth-table
type, nor for honest reducibilities such as Ph?T .
 We do not presuppose transitivity of the relations involved.
 By our condition on delayed patching, we are able to construct sets which
have a speci ed greatest lower bound as is needed for lattice embeddings
and for constructing exact pairs.
 In order to show the density of the recursive degrees, Mehlhorn uses the
looking-back technique in a rather involved, Ladner-style argument. In the
proofs of our embedding results we employ the subsequently developed gap
language technique, which renders proofs more modular.
Mehlhorn [31] introduces his concept delayed simulation in order to formulate
his Axiom 6, which if restricted to reducibilities on 2! and restated in our terms,
reads as follows:
There is some e ective reduction cover R for r and some recursive function
sim from ! to ! such that for all e in ! we have
 sim(e) is in R.
 In case e(B) is total for some B where e(B; 0) is equal to 0, then
sim(e) (B) is a delayed simulation of e (B).
While rephrasing the original condition we corrected a aw, as the original axiom requires that sim(e) (B) is a delayed simulation of e (B) whenever e(B) is
total. By an argument similar to the one given in Remark 13, we can show that
this is impossible for a function sim where sim(e) is total for all e. Mehlhorn's
Axiom 6 is satis ed for the reducibility PT , as well as for other bounded reducibilities of Turing or truth-table type. In order to prove this in the case of PT ,
we proceed as in Example 14, where we replace the Turing machine Tsim(e) with
an oracle Turing machine which tries to compute the values e (B; 0); e(B; 1); : : :
by simulating the oracle Turing machine Te on oracle B. Mehlhorn's axiom is
for example not satis ed for reducibilities of bounded truth-table type, as we
show in Example 56 for the case of one-question truth-table reducibility. The
intuitive reason for this is that for example in the case of P1?tt, while the available resources are unbounded as the number inputs increase, the restriction on
the oracle access is not relaxed, that is, even for large number arguments, not
more than one place of the oracle might be used.

Example 56. We show that Mehlhorn's Axiom 6 on delayed simulations is not

satis ed for reducibilities of one-question truth-table type, that is, for binary
relations on 2! which have a reduction cover R where we have for all  in R
and all x in !

ju(; x)j  1 :
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(34)

We consider the recursive functional ? de ned by

in case B \ f0; : : :; xg = ; :
?(B; x) := 01
otherwise
For a contradiction, we assume that there is some functional  which satis es
(34) and where (B) is a delayed simulation of ?(B) whenever the latter set
does not contain 0, or equivalently, by de nition of ? , is a delayed simulation
of ?(B) for all B which do not contain 0. Observe that  maps the empty set
to itself, and hence for all sets B and all x where B agrees at the single place in
u(; x) with the empty set, (B; x) is equal to 0. Next we x some nonempty
set X which does not contain 0. Then (X) is co- nite and in particular there
is some z in ! where (X; z) is equal to 1. We let

C := X \ u(; z) ;

and hence (C; z) is equal to 1. If we assume that u(; x) is contained in u(; z)
for all x > z , we obtain a contradiction, because in this case  maps all sets
which do not intersect u(; z) to the empty set. On the other hand, if there
are x > z where u(; x) is not contained in u(; z), then C agrees on u(; x)
with the empty set, and (C; x) is equal to 0. So in this case, (C) is not the
complement of an initial segment of the natural numbers, and is hence not a
delayed simulation of ?(C).

Mehlhorn derives from his axioms that any countable p.o. can be embedded into
any proper interval of the corresponding structure on the recursive sets. The
proof of this results in particular relies on the axiom on delayed simulations
stated above and on an axiom which entails that for all sets A, B, C and M we
have
A r C; B r C; M r C implies hA; B iM r C ;
(35)
that is, the lower cone of every set C is closed under de nitions by number-dependent cases with sets in the lower cone of C. Example 57 shows in the special
case of polynomial time bounded reducibilities that (35) is neither satis ed for
reducibilities of many-one type, nor for reducibilities of k-tt-type where k  1 is
xed.
Example 57. We consider the reducibilities Pm and Pk?tt for some xed k  1,

that is, the polynomial time bounded reducibilities of many-one and k-question
truth table type, respectively. We show that both reducibilities do not satisfy (35).
Concerning Pm , recall from Example 39 that there is a recursive non-selfdual
set N , that is, N is not Pm - reducible to its complement N . Thus we obtain a
contradiction, if we assume that the relation Pm satis es (35), because we have
for all x in !

in case x 2 N
N
N(x) = 10
in case x 2= N = h;; !i (x) :
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by

Concerning Pk?tt, we let for all m and l in ! the functionals ?(m;l) be de ned


in case B \ fx + m; : : :; x + m + l ? 1g =
6 ; :
otherwise

?(m;l) (B; x) := 01

The functionals ?(m;k) are obviously Pk?tt - reductions for all m in !, however,
by the standard methods for separating bounded reducibilities due to Ladner et al.
[24], for all k, k0 and m in !, the functional ?(m;k ) is not a Pk?tt - reduction in
case k0 > k. So we obtain a contradiction, if we assume that the relation Pk?tt
satis es (35), because we have for all sets B and all x in !
0



in case x 2 ?(m;k)(B)
?(m;2k)(B; x) = 1?
otherwise
:
(m+k;k)(B; x)
= h!; ?(m+k;k)(B)i? m;k (B) (x)
(

)

Remark 58. Mueller [37] introduces a variant of Mehlhorn's Axiom 6 on delayed simulations where, if restricted to the case of sets, the function sim is
not required to yield delayed simulations for all recursive sets, but only for all
nite and co- nite sets. Mueller then shows that based on this altered axiom we
can still perform the Ladner-style construction used by Mehlhorn for showing
his density result. Mueller's observation can be viewed as a special case of our
Proposition 50, where we use a seemingly even weaker formulation in terms of
weak delayed simulations.
Remark 59. While Mueller [37] obtains results about minimal pairs only in the

context of time bounds, Mehlhorn claims in his Theorem 5.1 in [31], without giving a proof, that his axioms imply the existence of minimal pairs in the recursive
degrees. Observe in this connection that the usual minimal pair constructions
are based on oracle simulation techniques as described in Sect. 3.4 and it is at
least not obvious whether the axiom system proposed by Mehlhorn entails the
applicability of this techniques.
In a context of constructive measure theory, Mehlhorn shows in [30] for certain bounded reducibilities that every recursive set is half of a minimal pair of
recursive sets. Mehlhorn remarks in [31, p.164] that the proof of this result relies
on the fact that while performing a reduction, we can search trough an interval the length of which is exponential in the size of the number input, and that
hence the proof applies to reducibilities such as elementary recursive in, but not
to polynomial time bounded reducibilities. Using di erent methods from [2], it is
shown in [33] that the result indeed holds for all standard reducibilities.
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3.8 Structural Properties of Faithful Reducibilities
While in the following sections we derive more involved properties of the structure (REC; r ) from the assumption that r is a standard reducibility, we state
in Proposition 60 some easy structural properties which follow from weaker assumptions on the relation r under consideration.

Proposition60. Let r be a faithful bounded reducibility which is c.f.v. and let
A be some recursive set.

 The lower r - cone of A is recursively presentable, and in particular, contains only recursive sets.

 There is a recursive set B which is strictly above A w.r.t. the relation r ,
that is, we have A r B and B 6r A.
 If A is not in the class of least sets Lr , then there is some recursive set B
which is incomparable to A w.r.t. the relation r . Consequently, (REC; r )
is not a linear preordering.

 Let (K; ) be a countable partial ordering such that every member of K has
at most nitely many predecessors. Then (K; ) can be embedded as a p.o.
into (REC; r ).
Proof. Let f0; 1; : : :g be an e ective reduction cover for r . The rst assertion

is immediate, because the lower cone of the recursive set A can be written as
fi (A) : i 2 !g where the sets i (A) are uniformly recursive in i.
The second assertion follows from the rst assertion: there is some recursive
set D which is not r - reducible to A, because if REC were contained in the
recursively presentable lower cone of A, one could e ectively diagonalize against
all recursive set, which is a plain contradiction. Now, the join operator provides
locally transitive l.u.b.'s w.r.t. the faithful relation r , and thus A is reducible
to B:=A  D, while the set A  D cannot be reducible to A, because otherwise,
D were reducible to A, thus contradicting our choice of D.
We obtain a recursive set B which is incomparable with A by a standard
injury-free nite extension construction, that is, we give an e ective procedure
which successively computes nite partial characteristic
functions 0 v 1 v : : :
F
where dom( i ) converges to !, and then we let B:= i2! i . In the construction,
we assure B 6r A by letting for all i in !
2i (yi ) := 1 ? i(A; yi )
where yi is chosen to be the least natural number not contained in the domain
of j for j < 2i. We assure A6r B by de ning 2i+1 for all i in ! to be an
extension of 2i where there is some natural number zi such that, rstly, u(i ; zi)
is contained in dom( 2i+1 ) and, secondly, we have
i(h;; 2i+1i; zi ) = 1 ? A(zi ) ;
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where we include the empty set as a dummy constant in order to obtain some
valid set argument for the functional i . Such an extension always exists, because
by assumption on A there is some set X to which A is not reducible, and hence
by r being c.f.v., A is not reducible to hX; 2i i. Furthermore, as the i are
uniformly recursive, we can obtain such an extension uniformly e ective in 2i
and i by a parallelized search trough all extensions of 2i .
We show the last assertion in Proposition 60 by constructing a sequence
A0; A1 ; : : : of recursive sets where for all i in ! and all nite sets J we have
i 2= J implies Ai 
6 r

M

j 2J

Aj :

Then given a partial ordering K on some countable domain K = fk0; k1; : : :g,
we map ki to the join of the nitely many sets fAj : kj K ki g. Here we exploit
the fact that for a faithful relation the join of nitely many sets is a l.u.b. for
the sets joined. The proof of this fact is an easy induction argument and can
be found in [33] and [32]. The sets A0; A1; : : : are de ned simultaneously by
a nite extension construction similar to the construction of the set B in the
proof of the third statement. We leave the details of the proof to the interested
reader, because in the case of a standard reducibility r , the fourth statement
in Proposition 60 will be a corollary to the more general results on partial order
and lattice embeddings in Sect. 4.
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4 Lattice Embeddings for Bounded Reducibilities
4.1 Gap Languages
In the following, we consider embeddings of countable partial orderings and of
countable distributive lattices into proper intervals of the structure (REC; r )
where r is some bounded reducibility. Such embeddings have been constructed
before for several speci c bounded reducibilities. In corresponding proofs, the use
of gap languages has become a standard technique: see the section on uniform
diagonalization in [6], as well as Schoning [42, 43] and further corresponding
references cited in Sect. 1.2. Recall from De nition 53 that a gap language is a
subset of the natural numbers which is in nite and co-in nite. Recall further that
a gap language A can be conceived as a partition of ! into in nitely many nite
blocks, where each block corresponds to a maximal set of consecutive natural
numbers which either all are in A or all are in the complement of A. Now, given
a gap language G, we can number the blocks of G in the natural way, and we can
assign to each x in ! the number of its block w.r.t. G. De nition 61 provides a
formal account of this correspondence between gap languages and partitions of !.
For further use, we introduce these concepts for arbitrary partial characteristic
functions, not just for gap languages.
De nition61. Let : ! ! f0; 1g be a partial characteristic function. For all x
in ! we let the block number bn( ; x) of x w.r.t. be equal to
bn( ; x) := jfy 2 ! : y < x & (y) 6= (y + 1)gj ;
in case (y) is de ned for all y  x, and we let bn( ; x) be unde ned, otherwise.
The set fx 2 ! : bn( ; x) = j g is denoted as block j of for all j in !. We
say, block j of exists i block j of is nonempty.
Observe that the blocks of a partial characteristic function are \numbered" by
the function bn( ; :), starting with block number zero. Obviously, the function
bn( ; :) is total i is total, and has in nitely many blocks i is a gap
language.

De nition62. Let A and B be gap languages. Then B is a gap cover for A
i every block of B contains some block of A.

It is immediate from De nition 62 that the gap cover relation is transitive, that
is, if B is a gap cover for A and so is C for B, then also C is gap cover for A.

4.2 Density of (REC; r )

Given an e ective reduction cover 0; 1; : : : for some bounded reducibility r ,
then by de nition of the notion reduction cover, a set E is r - reducible to a set
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F i there is some reduction j where E is equal to j (F). As a consequence,
we can construct sets E and F where E is not reducible to F by diagonalizing
against all reductions j , that is, it is sucient to ensure that for all j in !
there is some xj in ! where we have
E(xj ) 6= j (F; xj ) :

(36)

Now, the functionals j are continuous, and thus for given j we can enforce
(36) by specifying E(xj ) and a nite part of F, that is, we are led to a nite
extension construction. We employ such a construction in the proof of Lemma
65. Before, we introduce some notation.

De nition63. Let G be a gap language and let E, E 0, F, and F 0 be sets.
1. The sets E and E 0 are G-similar, written E 'G E 0, i E and E 0 agree on
in nitely many blocks of G.
2. The pairs (E; F), and (E 0 ; F 0) are G-similar, written (E; F) 'G (E 0 ; F 0), i
we have for in nitely many blocks I of G
E j I = E0 j I

and

F j I = F0 j I :

For further use, we state the following easy fact which is immediate from the
de nitions of the concepts involved.

Proposition64. Let the gap language G be a gap cover for H . Then for all sets

E , E 0 , F , and F 0

E 'G E 0
G
(E; F) ' (E 0 ; F 0)

implies E 'H E 0 ;
implies (E; F) 'H (E 0 ; F 0) :

Lemma 65 { Diagonalization lemma. Let r be a bounded reducibility such
that r is c.f.v. and let E and F be recursive sets where E 6r F . Then there is a
recursive gap language G such that we have for all sets E 0 and F 0

(E; F) 'G (E 0 ; F 0) implies E 06r F 0 :
We will use the diagonalization lemma in connection with results about partial
order embeddings in order to ensure that the constructed embeddings preserve
non-order. More precisely, by the diagonalization lemma, given sets E and F
where E is not reducible to F, in order to construct a set E 0 which is not
reducible to F 0, it is sucient to ensure that E 0 and F 0 agree with E and
F, respectively, on some set which contains in nitely many blocks of the gap
language G we obtain from the diagonalization lemma.
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Proof of lemma 65. Let f0; 1; : : :g be some e ective reduction cover for r ,

and assume E 6r F. We construct in stages a gap language G as required in the
lemma. During stage s, we specify which numbers are in the block s of G. This
then determines G by letting G(0) be equal to 0.
We denote block s of G by Is , and at stage 0, we let I0 = f0g. At stage s > 0,
for all j  s and for all pairs and of nite partial characteristic functions
with domain equal to the union of the blocks I0 ; : : :; Is?1 we let z ; ;j be the
least number which satis es
hE; i(z ; ;j ) 6= j (hF; i; z ; ;j ) :
(37)
Observe that there is always some number z ; ;j which satis es (37), because
due to r being c.f.v., hE; i = j (hF; i) would imply E r F. Furthermore,
the least such number can be found e ectively in , , and j, because the j
are uniformly recursive. Then, we choose Is so large that for all such j, , and
the set fz ; ;j g [ u(j ; z ; ;j ) is contained in the union of I0 ; : : :; Is.
In order to show that the gap language G has the required properties, assume
for a proof by contradiction that there are sets E 0 and F 0 where rstly, (E 0 ; F 0)
and (E; F) are G-similar, and secondly, the set E 0 is r - reducible to F 0, say
via reduction k . Choose some s  k where E 0 and F 0 agree with E and F,
respectively, on block s of G. Let and be the restrictions of E 0 and F 0,
respectively, to the union of the blocks I0 ; : : :; Is?1. Now, the witness z ; ;k for
hE; i 6= k (hB; i) we found during stage s of the construction of G witnesses
E 0 6= k (F 0 ), because hE; i and hF; i agree with E 0 and F 0, respectively, on
the relevant blocks I0 ; : : :; Is of G.
ut
We apply the diagonalizationlemma in the proof of Theorem 68 in order to derive
the density of the structure (REC; r ) for all faithful bounded reducibilities
which are c.f.v. and where Mr is a simulation class. We then show in subsequent
sections that these assumptions in fact imply the embeddability of all countable
partial orderings into any proper interval of (REC; r ), and further that for
standard reducibilities this result can be extended to embeddings of arbitrary
countable distributive lattices. However, in the proof of this extension we use
a more involved argument, and we prefer to show rst separately the special
case of density in order to demonstrate the methods used. In the proof of the
density result, we use Lemma 66, the cover lemma, which is in fact a special case
of the coding lemma stated as Lemma 79 below. For the sake of continuity of
the current section, we postpone the proofs of the cover and coding lemma to
Sect. 4.6.
Lemma 66 { Cover Lemma. Let S be a simulation class and let G be a recursive gap language. Then S contains a gap cover of G.
Further, we use the easy Lemma 67, which we state separately for further use.
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Lemma 67. Let the binary relation r on 2! be faithful.
1. If B is not r - reducible to A, then A  B is not r - reducible to A  ;.
2. If A is r - reducible to B , then for every set M in Mr we have
A r hA  ;; A  B iM r B :
Proof of Lemma 67. We show the rst assertion by contraposition. If A  B is
reducible to A ;, we obtain by de nition of faithfulness that A  B is reducible
to A. But A  B is a locally transitive upper bound for set B, and hence also B

is reducible to A.
Concerning the second assertion, assume A r B. Now, by faithfulness of r ,
A  ; and A  B are both reducible to B, and then so is X:=hA  ;; A  B iM
for every set M in Mr . Further, by de nition of the join operator, for all sets
M the set X thus de ned can be written in the form A  H for some set H, and
hence A is reducible to X.

Theorem68. Let r be a faithful bounded reducibility which is c.f.v. and where
Mr is a simulation class. Then the structure (REC; r ) is dense, that is, for all

recursive sets A and B where A<r B , there is some recursive set H such that we
have

A<r H<r B :

Note again that we show Theorem 68 just in order to demonstrate the methods used. In particular, Corollary 55 shows that the density of the structure
(REC; r ) follows from weaker assumptions than are used here.
Proof of Theorem 68. Given sets A and B where A<r B, we let the functional
 be de ned by
(M) := hA  B; A  ;iM :
(38)
Then by the second assertion in Lemma 67,  maps every set M in Mr to some
set in the closed interval between A and B. So we are done, if we can show that
there is some M in Mr where we have (M)6r A and B 6r (M). By the rst
assertion in Lemma 67, A  B is not reducible to A  ;. Thus, by applying the
diagonalization lemma to these sets, we obtain a gap language G such that for
all sets X and Y we have
(X; Y ) 'G (A  B; A  ;) implies X 6 Y :
(39)
By letting Y be equal to A  ; we obtain from (39)
X 'G A  B implies X 6 A  ;; and hence implies X 6 A :
Likewise, by letting X be equal to A  B, we obtain
Y 'G A  ; implies A  B 6 Y; and hence implies B 6 Y :
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Now, we are done, because by the cover lemma we can choose some gap cover M
of G in Mr , where by de nition of  the set (M) is M-similar to A ; and to
A  B, and hence by Proposition 64, (M) is also G-similar to these sets. ut

4.3 Embeddings of countable partial orderings
We show next that the assumptions of Theorem 68 in fact imply that every
countable p.o. can be embedded into every proper interval of (REC; r ). In
Sect. 4.4, we then show that for standard reducibilities all countable distributive
lattices can be so embedded. In the proofs of these embedding results we exploit
properties of the countable atomless Boolean algebra stated in Fact 70. The
corresponding techniques were used before by Ambos-Spies [1] in connection
with lattice embeddings for polynomial time bounded reducibilities; see there
for references to results about Boolean algebras.
De nition69. An element a of some Boolean algebra is an atom i there is
exactly one element (that is, the least element 0) strictly below a. A Boolean
algebra is atomless i it does not contain atoms.

Fact 70.  The theory of the atomless Boolean algebra is !-categorical, that

is, all countable atomless Boolean algebras are isomorphic.
 Every countable p.o. can be embedded (as a p.o.) into the countable atomless
Boolean algebra. Every countable distributive lattice can be embedded (as a
lattice) into the countable atomless Boolean algebra with least and greatest
element preserved.

Next, we exhibit a representation of the countable atomless Boolean algebra
which is in some sense e ective.
De nition71.  For a set A, let [A] be the equivalence class of A w.r.t. to
the equivalence relation = on 2! , that is, we have [A] = [B] for two sets A
and B i A is a nite variation of B.
 For a subclass M of 2! we let
M := f[A] : A 2 Mg :
 We let  denote the p.o. induced on (2! ) by the relation  , that is,
[A]  [B] i A  B :
We will show in Proposition 74 that for a standard reducibility r the \degree
structure" induced on Mr by the relation  is the atomless Boolean algebra.
Fact 72. Let (M; ) be a subalgebra of (2! ; ) which contains all nite sets.
Then (M ; ) is a Boolean algebra.
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Concerning Fact 72, observe that if the structure (M; ) is an upper semi-lattice
which contains all nite sets, then (M ;  ) is in fact the quotient upper semilattice of (M; ) over the ideal of nite sets. Now, it is known from lattice
theory that a quotient upper semi-lattice inherits the property of being a Boolean
algebra from the lattice we start with. Using Fact 72, we derive Lemma 73, by
which then in turns we infer that in fact for every standard reducibility r the
structure (Mr  ;  ) is the countable atomless Boolean algebra. The latter result
extends a corresponding result in the setting of polynomial time shown in [1] and
like there, the idea used in the proof of Lemma 73 for showing atomlessness is
basically the same as for Breidbart's splitting theorem [14].

Lemma 73. Let M be a simulation class which contains all nite and only recursive sets, and which is a subalgebra of (2! ; ). Then (M ;  ) is the countable

atomless Boolean algebra.

Proof. By Fact 72, it remains to show that (M;  ) is atomless. So choose some

M in M where ;  M. Then M is in nite and is by assumption recursive, and
consequently there is some recursive gap language G such that each block of G
contains at least one element of M. By Lemma 66 there is some gap cover C of
G in M. This nishes our proof, because the set M \ C is obviously in M, and
by choice of C we have ;  M \ C  M.
ut

Proposition74. For every standard reducibility r , the structure (Mr ; ) is
the countable atomless Boolean algebra.

Proof. The proposition follows by Lemma 73, and because due to the results of

Sect. 3.3 for a standard reducibility r the class Mr of admissible cases is a
subalgebra of (2! ; ), is a simulation class, and contains only recursive sets due
to being contained in the class Lr of least sets.

By applying Propositions 38 and 74 to the reducibility PT , for which Mr coincides with the lower cone of the empty set and is hence recursively presentable,
we obtain Fact 75. Observe that Fact 75 is essentially a reformulation of a result
in [1], where it was shown that the structure (P  ;  ) is the countable atomless
Boolean algebra.
Fact 75. There is a recursively presentable subclass D of 2! where (D ; ) is
the countable atomless Boolean algebra and such that (D; ) is a subalgebra of
(2! ; ), that is, D contains the empty set and is closed under union, intersection,
and complement.

Using the above mentioned facts about Boolean algebras, we show next that
the assumptions of Theorem 68 imply not just the density of the the recursive
sets, but in fact are sucient to derive the embeddability of every countable p.o.
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into every proper interval of the recursive sets. Observe in connection with Theorem 76 that there are reducibilities which satisfy the assumptions of the theorem,
but which probably fail to be standard reducibilities. For example consider the
variant of Turing reducibility which is restricted simultaneously to linear time
and logarithmic space. The corresponding class of admissible cases contains all
sets which are simultaneously computable in linear time and logarithmic space,
and this latter class is in fact a simulation class as is implicitly shown by Schmidt
[41], see the discussion in Sect. 3.7. Using this result, we obtain easily that the
reducibility satis es the assumptions of Theorem 76. However, it is not obvious
to us whether the reducibility is in fact a standard reducibility, because it might
lack an e ective reduction cover which is closed under delayed patching. Observe that while the imposed resource bounds are sucient to compute delayed
simulations of arbitrary recursive functions, it is not clear whether this delayed
simulations might be used to patch the oracle, because, intuitively speaking,
looking up the computed values might require too much resources.

Theorem 76. Let r be a faithful bounded reducibility which is c.f.v. and where
Mr is a simulation class. Let A and B be recursive sets where A<r B . Then
any countable p.o. can be embedded (as a p.o.) into the interval of (REC; r )
between A and B .

In the proof of Theorem 76 we use the rather technical Lemma 77, which, for
further use, we state separately and in a stronger form than required here.
Lemma 77. Let r be a binary relation on 2! and let A and B be recursive sets
where
 the relation r is faithful and c.f.v.,
 Mr is a simulation class,
 A is r - reducible to B ,
 there is some recursive gap language G where we have for all sets E and F

(A  B; A  ;) 'G (E; F) implies E 6r F :
Let the subclass D of 2! be recursively presentable and such that (D; ) is a
subalgebra of (2! ; ). Then the structure (D ;  ) can be embedded as an u.s.l.
into the interval of (REC; r ) between A and B .
Proof of Theorem 76. Using Lemmas 65 and 67, we infer that the assumptions
of Theorem 76 imply the assumptions of Lemma 77 below. Thus by choosing D
according to Fact 75, we can embed the countable atomless Boolean algebra as a
p.o. into the interval of (REC; r ) between A and B. Now, we are done, because
rstly, by Fact 70 every countable p.o. can be embedded into the countable
atomless Boolean algebra, and secondly, the composition of two p.o. embeddings
is again a p.o. embedding.
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In the proof of Lemma 77 we will use, rstly, an extension of the usual concept of degree to not necessarily transitive reducibilities which is discussed in
Remark 78, and, secondly, Lemma 79, the coding lemma.
Remark 78. Recall from the introduction that two sets A and B are r equivalent, written Ar B , i their respective upper and lower r - cones
are identical, and that the relation r is by de nition an equivalence relation on

2! , that is, it is re exive, transitive, and symmetric. Let r be a binary relation
on 2! and let A be some set. We denote the equivalence class
degr (A) := fB  ! : Ar B g
of A w.r.t. the equivalence relation r as r - degree of A.

In connection with reducibilities which are re exive and transitive, degrees
are usually de ned in terms of interreducibility, that is, sets A and B are in the
same degree i A is reducible to B and vice versa. This is justi ed, because for a
p.p.o. r the corresponding notion of interreducibility is an equivalence relation.
In fact, as we have mentioned in the introduction, equivalence and interreducibility coincide for a p.p.o., and consequently our de nition of degrees in terms of
equivalence yields just the usual concept in case r is a p.p.o.
Observe that in connection with speci c resource bounded reducibilities which
are re exive and transitive, results about the structure induced on the recursive sets are usually formulated in terms of the corresponding degree structures,
that is, for example results about embeddings are usually formulated in terms of
embeddings into the degree structure. In the sequel, however, we refrain from formulating results in terms of degrees, as we feel that such a formulation does not
really simplify the picture in the case of a not necessarily transitive relation r .

Lemma 79, the coding lemma, is a generalization of Lemma 66, the cover lemma;
as for the latter, the proof of Lemma 79 is postponed to Sect. 4.6.
Lemma 79 { Coding lemma. Let A0 ; A1; : : : be a sequence of uniformly recursive sets and let G be a gap language. Let M be a simulation class which
contains all nite sets and where the structure (M; ) is a subalgebra of (2! ; ).
Then there are sets R0; R1; : : : in M and a gap language M in M such that
 The set M is a gap cover for G.
 For all i and s in !, and for all x in block s of M we have Ri (x) = Ai (s).
The point of the coding lemma is that it yields delayed simulations Ri of the
sets Ai which are \synchronized" via the gap language M, that is, for all i and
s the set Ri is constant on the s-th block of M and has the value Ai (s) there.
Observe that the sets Ri in the coding lemma are uniformly recursive, because
the sets Ai are, and due to the second condition in the conclusion of the coding
lemma.
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Proof of Lemma 77. Assume D = fD0 ; D1 ; : : :g and for a set D in D let [D]

be the equivalence class of D under the nite variation relation. We apply the
coding lemma to the gap language G and the sets in D in order to obtain a gap
language M in Mr and sets Ri in Mr . We de ne a function from D to 2! by
0 : D ! 2 !
Di 7! hA  B; A  ;iRi :
We let 1 be a function which maps each equivalence class [Di ] to one of its
elements, that is, we have
1([Di ]) is in [Di]
for all Di in D :
Finally, we let
 := 0  1 ;
that is, intuitively speaking,  maps an equivalence classes rst to some of
its elements, and then applies the function 0. We will show that  is the
embedding of (D ;  ) we are looking for.
Claim 1. The function  is well-de ned.
Proof. Claim 1 is immediate by de nition of .
Claim 2. For all i and j we have

Di  Dj i Ri  Rj :
Proof. Claim 2 is immediate by choice of the sets Ri and Rj and by the second
condition in the conclusion of Lemma 79.
Claim 3. For all i in !, the set 0(Di ) is a nite variation of ([Di ]), and in

particular the two sets are r - equivalent.

Proof. Assuming that 1([Di ]) is equal to Dj for some j, we obtain by de nition

of 1 that Di and Dj are nite variations of each other, and then so are Ri and
Rj . Claim 3 then follows by the de nitions of  and 0.
Claim 4. For every set H in the range of  we have A r H r B.
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 67 and the de nition of , because the sets Ri

are all in Mr .

In the following claims, sets in the image of  gure in such a way that the truth
values of the assertions under considerations are not changed by replacing these
sets with r - equivalent sets. As a consequence, by Claim 3, in the corresponding
proofs we can replace the images under  with the corresponding images under
0 .
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Claim 5. The function  respects ordering.
Proof. Assume [Di]  [Dj ], that is, Di  Dj . By Claim 2, we obtain Ri  Rj .

By de nition of 0, we have that the set 0(Dj ) is equal to A  B for all places
x in Rj , and hence for almost all places x in Ri. Thus we obtain
0(Di ):=hA  B; A  ;iRi = h0 (Dj ); A  ;iRi r 0(Dj ) ; (40)
from which ([Di ]) r ([Dj ]) follows by Claim 3 and because r is c.f.v. The
relations in (40) hold, from left to right, by de nition of 0, by the discussion
preceding (40), and nally because Ri is in Mr and because by Claim 4 the set
A and hence by faithfulness also A  ; are r - reducible to 0 (Dj ).
Claim 6. The function  respects non-ordering.
Proof. Assuming [Di ]6 [Dj ], that is, Di 6 Dj , we obtain Ri 6 Rj by Claim 2.
Thus there are in nitely many numbers, and hence, because the sets Ri and Rj
are constant on the blocks of M, there are in fact in nitely many blocks of M
where Ri is equal to 1, while Rj is equal to 0. Then, by de nition of 0, on each
such block of M, 0(Di ) is equal to A  B, and 0(Dj ) is equal to A  ;, and
we obtain
(A  B; A  ;) 'M (0(Di ); 0(Dj )) :
(41)
Now we have chosen M as a gap cover for the gap language G from the assumption of Lemma 77, that is, each block of M contains some block of G. As
a consequence, (41) remains valid with M replaced by G. Thus, by assumption
on G, the set 0(Di ) is not reducible to 0(Dj ), and the same holds for the
corresponding images under  according to Claim 3.
So we have shown that  embeds (D ;  ) as a p.o. into the given interval. In
order to obtain the full statement of Lemma 77, it remains to show that  also
respects least upper bounds.
Claim 7. The function  respects least upper bounds.
Proof. The l.u.b. of [Di] and [Dj ] in (D ;  ) is [Di [ Dj ]. By Claim 5, the set
0(Di [ Dj ) is an upper bound for 0(Di ) and 0 (Dj ), and so it remains to
show that if the two latter sets are both reducible to some set Y , then so is
0(Di [ Dj ). But this follows from

0(Di [ Dj ) = hA  B; A  ;iRi [Rj = hA  B; hA  B; A  ;iRj iRi ;
= hA  B; 0(Dj )iRi = h0 (Di ); 0(Dj )iRi r Y
where the relations hold by de nition of 0 and the choice of the sets Rk , by
the properties of de nition by number-dependent cases, by de nition of 0(Dj ),
because 0(Di ) agrees with A  B on all numbers in Ri, and nally by assumption on Y and because Ri is in Mr .
ut
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4.4 Embeddings of countable distributive lattices
We show next that for standard reducibilities the embedding results of Sect. 4.3
can be extended to lattice embeddings.

Theorem 80. Let r be a standard reducibility and let A and B be recursive

sets where A<r B: Then any countable distributive lattice can be embedded (as
a lattice) into the interval between A and B of (REC; r ) with least or greatest
element preserved.
In addition, given recursively presentable subclasses E0 and E1 of 2! which
are c.f.v. and where E0 does not contain A  ; and E1 does not contain A  B ,
then the range of the embedding can be chosen to be disjoint from the union of
E0 and E1 , except that in case we want to preserve the minimum, the minimal
element might be mapped to an element of E1, and likewise for the maximum
and E0 .

The proof of Theorem 80 follows the lines of the proof of the corresponding
results for polynomial time bounded reducibilities in [1]. The proof amounts
to construct an embedding of the countable atomless Boolean algebra into the
given interval, which is sucient because by Fact 70 every countable distributive
lattice can be embedded in turn into the countable atomless Boolean algebra.
Proof. We rst construct an embedding of the countable atomless Boolean algebra which preserves the least element, and afterwards we indicate the minor
changes necessary in the symmetric case where we want to preserve the greatest
element. The embedding we construct is essentially the same as in the proof of
Lemma 77, however, we have to show that we can choose a gap language G and
some class D where (D ;  ) is the countable atomless Boolean algebra such
that the resulting embedding of (D ; ) is not just an u.s.l. embedding, but is
in fact a lattice embedding, that is, preserves also greatest lower bounds.

 We choose the subclass D0 of 2! according to Fact 75, and we let
D := ff3 x : x 2 Dg : D 2 D0 g ;
that is, the sets in D contain only multiples of three. We leave the routine
task to the reader, to show that D inherits the following properties of D0 :
- D is recursively presentable,
- (D ;  ) is the countable atomless Boolean algebra,
- (D; ) is a sublattice of (2! ; ).
Observe in connection with the last item that (D; ) is not a subalgebra of
(2! ; ), because complementation in the former structure di ers from complementation in the latter. Observe further that in the proof of Lemma 77
we use only the properties of D listed above.
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 The recursive gap language G is a gap cover for three recursive gap languages

G0, G1, and G2 where
- we de ne the gap language G0 below,
- we choose the gap language G1 according to the diagonalization lemma
such that for all sets E and F
(A  B; A  ;) 'G (E; F) implies E 6r F ;
1

- we choose the recursive gap language G2 such that, rstly, every set
which is G2 -similar to A  ; is not contained in E0 and, secondly, every
set which is G2 -similar to A  B is not contained in E1 . In order to do so,
we choose block k of G2 so large that both of A  ; and A  B disagree
on this block with the rst k sets in E0 and E1 , respectively.
Using G and D, we de ne the embedding  as in the proof of Lemma 77, and
like there we infer that  is an an upper semi-lattice embedding of (D ; )
into the interval between A and B. Observe that  preserves the least element,
because it maps the least equivalence class in D , which contains all nite sets,
to a set which is r - equivalent to A  ;. Further, all equivalence classes in D
which are strictly above the least class contain only sets which are in nite and
co-in nite, and thus the assertion about avoiding E0 and E1 is immediate from
the de nition of  and by choice of G as a gap cover of G2. Now, (D ;  ) is
the countable atomless Boolean algebra, into which, according to Fact 70, every
countable distributive lattice can be embedded with least and greatest element
preserved. So we are done, if we can show that we can choose some recursive
gap language G0 such that the embedding  in fact respects meets.
In the remainder of this proof, we use the expression \every reduction to a
set in C is witnessed by some r - reduction where : : : " to express that for all
sets C in C and all sets E which are reducible to C, there is an r - reduction 
where E is equal to (C) and such that  has the properties in question. We x
some e ective reduction cover R for r which is closed under delayed patching.
Claim 1. There is a recursive function h such that for each  in R and for
almost all places x we have

max u(; x)  h(x) :
Proof. Let R be equal to f0; 1; : : :g where the reductions k are uniformly
recursive. Then u(k ; x) is nite for all k and x and can be computed e ectively
from k and x, and thus it is sucient to let

h(x) = max
u(i; x) :
ix
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Claim 2. Let the class C be recursively presentable. Then there is an recursive
function b which is nondecreasing and unbounded and such that every reduction
to some set C in C is witnessed by some  in R where the generalized use of 
is almost everywhere bounded from below by b, that is, we have for almost x

b(x)  minu(; x) :
Proof. By Proposition 43, the reduction cover R is closed under oracle simula-

tion, so we x some modulus of oracle simulation m which witnesses this fact.
We let r be some recursive function where C is equal to f'r(i) : i 2 ! g. For all i
and x in !, we let




v(i; x) := max
f0; : : :; yg  dom(m(r(i);x) ) :
yx
The function v is recursive, because m and r are. Further, for each xed i in
!, the function v(i; :) is nondecreasing and unbounded, because 'r(i) is total
and hence the domains of the partial characteristic functions m(r(i);x) converge
nondecreasingly to ! as x goes to in nity. Next, we let


b(x) + 1 in case b(x) + 1  v(i; x) for all i  b(x) :
b(x + 1) := b(x)
otherwise
The function b is by de nition nondecreasing, and due to the functions v(i; :)
being unbounded, we obtain by an easy induction argument that b is unbounded,
too. Then, given a set C = 'r(i) in C and some set which is reducible to C, we
x some witnessing reduction  in R. The functional
0 :=  m(r(i); :) ;
the m(r(i); :)-patch of , is in R by choice of the modulus m. The functionals 
and 0 agree on the set C, because the patches m(r(i);x) agree with C on their
entire domain, and hence we have for all x
0(C; x) = [ m(r(i); :)](C; x) = (hC; m(r(i);x)i; x) = (C; x) :
Furthermore, by de nition of b, for almost all x the numbers less or equal to b(x)
are all contained in the domain of m(r(i);x) , and hence are not in the generalized
use u(0; x).
Given a gap language G and some x in ! we let
Nb(x; G) := fy 2 ! : bn(G; x) ? 1  bn(G; y)  bn(G; x) + 1g ;
that is, Nb(x; G) consists of the block of x w.r.t. G, and of the adjacent block
to the left and to the right, respectively.
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Claim 3. Let the class C be recursively presentable. Then there is a recursive

gap language G such that every r - reduction to some set in C is witnessed by
a reduction  in R where we have for all x in !
u(; x)  Nb(x; G) :
The point of Claim 3 is that every reduction to a set in C is witnessed by a
reduction where for almost all places x the generalized use of  is bounded by
the \window" Nb(x; G).
Proof of Claim 3. By Claims 1 and 2, we obtain recursive functions h and b,
where b is nondecreasing and unbounded and such that every reduction to some
set in C is witnessed by some functional  in R where for almost places x the
generalized use u(; x) is a subset of the possibly empty interval between b(x)
and h(x). Thus it is sucient to construct a gap language G such that for all x
the interval between b(x) and h(x) is contained in Nb(x; G). In order to do so,
we de ne the blocks of G inductively. We let block 0 of G be equal to f0g, and
assuming that the blocks 0 to s of G are already de ned where their union is
Us , we let ms be the least number not contained in Us where we have
max Us < b(ms ) and maxy2Us h(y)  ms :
Then, we let block s + 1 of G be equal to f0; : : :; msg ? Us .
The next claim shows that in the conclusion of Claim 3 we can replace G by any
gap cover of G.
Claim 4. Let M be a gap cover for the gap language G. Then holds for all x
Nb(x; G)  Nb(x; M) :
Proof. We x some x and assume that x is in block i of G, and in block j of M.
Then block j ? 1 of M cannot contain block i of G, because the latter contains
x which is in block j of M. Thus, by M being a gap cover for G, block j ? 1
of M must contain some block k of G where k  i ? 1. But then, obviously the
union of the consecutive blocks j ? 1 and j of M contains block i ? 1 of G. By
symmetry, the blocks j and j + 1 of M contain block i + 1 of G, from which
Claim 4 then is immediate.

We de ne a recursively presentable class C to which subsequently we will apply
Claim 3.
C := fhA  B; A  ;iL : L 2 Lr g :
The point of this de nition is that the sets 0(Di ) are all in C , because the sets
Ri we use in the de nition of 0 are all in Mr , and hence, by Proposition 38, are
in Lr . We apply Claim 3 to the class C and obtain a recursive gap language G0
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which we use during the de nition of the embedding  in the way described at
the beginning of this proof. We now argue that  in fact is a lattice embedding
of the structure (D ;  ). According to the discussion at the beginning of this
proof  is an upper semi-lattice embedding, and so it remains to show that 
respects greatest lower bounds.
Claim 5. The function  respects greatest lower bounds.
Proof. We x sets Di and Dj in D. The g.l.b. of [Di ] and [Dj ] in (D ; ) is

[Di \ Dj ], and so we have to show that ([Di \ Dj ]) is the g.l.b. of ([Di ])
and ([Dj ]). We already know that ([Di \ Dj ]) is a lower bound for the two
latter sets, because  respects ordering. So it remains to show that if a set X is
reducible to both of 0(Di ) and 0 (Dj ), then it is also reducible to 0 (Di \ Dj ).
Here 0 is the function from the proof of Lemma 77 where for every set in D
the sets 0(D) and ([D]) are r - equivalent. Recall that we have chosen the
class C such that the sets 0(Di ) and 0(Dj ) are in C . Thus by choice of the
gap language G as a gap cover for the gap language G0 obtained by applying
Claim 3 to C we obtain reductions 0 and 1 in R where we have
X = 0(0(Di )) = 1(0 (Dj ))
and where for almost all places x the generalized use of 0 and of 1 are both
contained in Nb(x; G). By Claim 4, the latter holds also for the gap cover M of
G which we have obtained by applying the coding lemma. For every m in !, we
let N(m) be equal to the set fm ? 1; m; m + 1g and further
I := I(i;j ) := fm 2 ! : Di and Di \ Dj agree on N(m)g
L := L(i;j ) := fx 2 ! : x is in block k of M where k is in I(i;j )g :
Then given some x in L, we infer from the de nition of 0 that 0(Di ) and
0 (Di \ Dj ) agree on Nb(x; M), and thus by assumption on 0 we obtain that
x 2 L implies 0 (0(Di \ Dj ); x) = 0(0 (Di ); x) = X(x) : (42)
On the other hand, given some x not in L, where we assume that x is in block k of
M, then Di and Di \ Dj di er on N(k), and hence there is some number in N(k)
which is in Di , but is not in Dj . Now, N(k) contains exactly one multiple of three,
and thus, as all numbers in Di and Dj are multiples of three, the intersection
of N(k) with Dj is empty. As a consequence, 0(Dj ) and 0 (Di \ Dj ) have an
empty intersection with Nb(x; M), and as in the case of (42), we infer
x 2= L implies 1(0(Di \ Dj ); x) = 1(0 (Dj ); x) = X(x) : (43)
From (42) and (43) we then obtain
X = h0(0(Di \ Dj )); 1(0(Di \ Dj ))iL :
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This nishes the proof of Claim 5, because we can assume that L is in Mr . More
precisely, if we apply the coding lemma not simply to the class D, but to
D [ fI(i;j ) : i; j 2 !g ;
where however for de ning the function 0 we only use the sets Rk which correspond to elements in D, then the sets Rk will comprise all sets L(i;j ).
Observe that 0 maps the empty set to A  ; and hence the embedding
 preserves the least element. If we want to construct an embedding which
preserves the greatest element, in the construction we choose D0 as before, but
replace D with

D0 := ff3 x : x 2 D g [ f3 x + 1 : x 2 Dg [ f3 x + 2 : x 2 Dg : D 2 D0g ;
that is, intuitively speaking, for the sets in the image of the constructed embedding the gaps are lled with the set A  B instead of the set A  ;.
ut
We conclude this section by stating some easy consequences of Theorem 80,
which correspond to corollaries obtained in [1] for the polynomial time case .
Corollary81. Let r be a standard reducibility. Let A and B be recursive where
B is not in Lr .
 The set A is meet-reducible, that is, A is the greatest lower bound of some
pair of recursive sets.
 The set B is join-reducible, that is, B is the least upper bound of some pair
of recursive sets.
 If r is transitive, then B bounds some minimal pair, that is, there are two
sets which are both reducible to B such that the intersection of their lower
cones is exactly the class of least sets.
 Assuming A<r B , every recursively presentable anti-chain where all elements
are strictly contained in the interval between A and B is not maximal with
this property.

Proof. The rst assertions is immediate by embedding the diamond, that is, the

four-element Boolean algebra, above A with least element preserved. Likewise,
the second and third assertion follow by embedding the diamond into the interval
between ; and B with greatest and least element preserved, respectively. In
connection with the third assertion observe that by de nition the lower cone of
a greatest lower bound of two sets is equal to the intersection of the lower cones
of these two sets, and that for a transitive relation the lower cone of a least set is
just the class of least sets. Concerning the last assertion, given some recursively
representable anti-chain fC0; C1; : : :g where we have A<r Ci <r B for all i in !,
in order to extend the anti-chain by some set strictly between A and B, we
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embed the three-element chain between A and B while avoiding, according to
Theorem 80, the classes
[
[
E0 := fX  ! : Ci r X r B g and E1 := fX  ! : X r Ci g :
i2!

i2!

4.5 Lattice Embeddings for Bounded Reducibilities on ! !

The result about lattice embeddings for standard reducibilities on 2! extends to
standard reducibilities on !! as introduced in Sect. 2.6.
Theorem 82. Let r be a standard reducibility on !! and let f and g be recursive functions where f<r g: Then any countable distributive lattice can be
embedded (as a lattice) into the interval between f and g of (REC; r ) with least

or greatest element preserved.
In addition, given a recursively presentable subclasses E0 and E1 which are
c.f.v. and where E0 does not contain f  ; and E1 does not contain f  g, then
the embedding can be chosen disjoint from the union of E0 and E1, except that in
case we want to preserve the minimum, the minimal element might be mapped
to an element of E1 , and likewise for the maximum and E0.

We omit the proof of Theorem 82, which is is basically identical with the proof
of Theorem 80, except that we have to take into account that !! is not compact. More precisely, we consider variants of the Diagonalization Lemma and
of Claim 3 in the proof of Theorem 80 which are relativized to some e ectively
compact subclass of !! .

Lemma 83 { Diagonalization lemma for reducibilities on ! ! . Let r

be a bounded reducibility on !! which is c.f.v., let e and f be recursive functions
where e6r f , and let C be some e ectively compact subclass of !! . Then there is
a recursive gap language G such that we have for all functions e0 and f 0 in C
(e; f) 'G (e0 ; f 0 ) implies e0 6r f 0 :
Claim 3. Let the class C0 be recursively presentable such that C0 is contained

in some e ectively compact class C . Then there is a recursive gap language G
such that every r - reduction to a function in C0 can be replaced by an r reduction  where uC (; x) is contained in Nb(x; G).
Lemma 83 and the adjusted version of Claim 3 can be shown in exactly the
same way as the original claims. The remainder of the proof then goes through
by applying these adaptations to the e ectively compact class
O
f[f  ;](i); [f  g](i)g ;
C :=
i2!

which in particular contains all functions obtained from f  ; and f  g via
de nition by cases with sets in Mr , and thus contains all functions in the range
of the embedding 0.
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4.6 The Proofs of the Cover and the Coding Lemma
In this section we give the still missing proofs of the cover lemma and the coding
lemma, which we have stated as Lemmas 66 and 79. In both proofs we use the
recursion theorem in a form described in Remark 84.

Remark 84. If we specify a procedure which computes uniformly e ectively in
some given index e a partial function e , then, by the smn-theorem, there is
some recursive function g where 'g(e) is equal to e for all e in !. According to
the recursion theorem, there is some index e0 denoted as xed point of g, where
we have
'e = 'g(e ) = e :
0

0

0

Observe that such an index e0 , in general, will not be a xed point of g in the usual
sense g(e0 ) = e0 . Now, if we can ensure certain properties of the constructed
partial function e under the assumption that the given index e is an index for
e , we succeed in constructing a partial function with these properties, because
for the xed point e0 our assumption will be true.
In recursion theory, the following, more convenient form of this technique
is widely used: instead of viewing the index e as an argument, we assume that
already during the speci cation of some partial recursive function , an index
for is available, that is, there is some e where = 'e holds, and we can use e
in the de nition of . After introducing this form of the technique in the section
on the recursion theorem in [47], Soare points out that in the de nition of ,
we must not rely on e being an index for the function under construction. The
point of his remark is that, while we are only interested in the cases where the
number e used in our construction is indeed an index for the function under
construction, in order to render the construction valid, we have to ensure that
the constructed partial function is in fact partial recursive in e.
Subsequently, we will apply this technique by giving some e ective procedure
which enumerates the graph of some partial function , while using in the construction an index for . In order to address the problem mentioned in the last
paragraph, we apply the following convention:

 In case the partial function is eventually de ned during the construction

at some place x, then (x) is equal to the value which is assigned rst;
otherwise, (x) is unde ned.

It should be clear that by this convention there is always some recursive function
g such that for all e, 'g(e) is equal to the function which we specify under the
possibly wrong assumption that e is an index for the function under construction.
For example we can choose a function g which assigns to e, intuitively speaking,
a Turing machine Tg(e) which computes (x) by simulating the construction of
on the given index e until x enters the domain of . Then, if for some speci c
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index e, the construction of \gets stuck", this simply means that the domain of
= 'g(e) is nite and contains only the places which have been assigned values
so far.

In accordance with the fact that the density result stated in Theorem 68 is a
special case of the result about p.o. embeddings stated in Theorem 76, the cover
lemma shown next is a special case of the coding lemma. As for the embedding
results, we show the less involved cover lemma separately in order to demonstrate
the techniques used. In particular, the notation and the subroutines used in the
proof of the cover lemma partially are tailored to be reused in the more involved
proof of the coding lemma.
Lemma 66 - Cover Lemma. Let S be a simulation class and let G be a recursive gap language. Then S contains a gap cover of G.
Proof. Figure 1 shows an e ective procedure which enumerates the graph of

some partial characteristic function . By Remark 84, we can assume that an
index e for the function under construction is available already during the construction, that is, we have = 'e and the speci cation of might depend on
e. Now, S is a simulation class, and consequently, by Proposition 48, we can
choose some recursive function sim where 'sim(e) is a set in S for all e in !, and
is in addition a delayed simulation of 'e whenever 'e (0) = 0 holds. Therefore,
by letting (0) = 0, during the construction of we do not only have available
some index e for , but also the delayed simulation M:='sim(e) of in S . In
the veri cation of the construction we then show that the set M in fact is a gap
cover for G.
We rst give an outline of the construction and sketch the ideas on which its
veri cation is based. The course-of-values of is rather simple: if is de ned
at all at some place s, then it is equal to !  ;, that is, (s) is 0 in case s is
even, and (s) is 1, otherwise. The actual load of the construction is to decide
successively for s = 1; 2; : : :, whether (s) is to be de ned or not. Thus, during
the construction can always be written as
:=(!  ;) j f0; : : :; sg ;
(44)
where s:= maxdom( ) is in block s of (recall that we start counting blocks
with number zero). In the situation of (44), informally we denote block s of M
as the open block of the construction. Now, by choice of sim and by de nition
of M, the set M = 'sim(e) is a delayed simulation of = 'e , and consequently
at any point of the construction we have the following properties of the open
block
 The open block exists, because if has at least s blocks, then so does its
delayed simulation M.
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The Construction
Initialization

(0):=0
Stage s of the construction
cover some block of G;
close the open block;

The Subroutines
close the open block
m:= max dom( )
(m + 1):=1 ? (m)
cover some block of G
z := minfi 2 ! : bn(M; i) = max dom( )g
y:=z
while fz; : : : ; yg does not contain some block of G
if M (y) = M (y + 1) then y:=y + 1

Fig. 1. The construction of the set M from the cover lemma.
 The open block is nite i 'e is de ned at place s + 1.
The construction is based on the following idea: in the situation of (44) we refrain
from de ning at place s + 1 unless we can verify that the open block contains
some block of G. As a consequence the open block indeed contains some block
of G: in case indeed remained unde ned at place s + 1, then the open block
would be in nite, but would not contain a block of the gap language G, which
is a plain contradiction. So, intuitively speaking, if we add block s + 1 of only
after verifying that block s of M is large enough, then block s of M indeed is
large enough. Using the ideas sketched in the preceding paragraphs, we now give
a formal proof of the cover lemma by showing a series of claims.
Claim 1. On entering stage s of the construction we have :=(!  ;) j f0; : : :; sg.
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Proof of Claim 1. Recall that the course of values of !  ; is 01010 : : :. Claim
1 now follows by an easy induction argument from the construction and the
de nition of the procedure close the open block.
Claim 2. If the procedure cover some block of G is called during stage s of the
construction, then the procedure terminates and block s of M contains some
block of G.
Proof of Claim 2. Let the procedure be called during some stage s of the con-

struction. By Claim 1, on entering the procedure we have s = maxdom( ) and
has exactly s blocks. Thus its delayed simulation M has at least s blocks, and
on start of the procedure, z and y are set equal to the minimal element of block
s of M, and the while loop is entered. During the iterations of the while loop,
the set fz; : : :; yg is always contained in block s of M, and consequently, by the
condition in the head of the while loop, if the while loop is eventually left, then
block s of M must contain some block of G. Now, assume for a contradiction
that the while loop is never left, and that consequently will remain unde ned
at place s + 1 for the rest of the construction. Then the delayed simulation M
of has exactly s blocks, and M(y) = M(y + 1) holds for all places y which are
greater than the minimal element z in block s of M. So y goes to in nity, and
the condition in the head of the while loop eventually becomes false, because
all blocks of the gap language G are nite. So the while loop is eventually left,
contrary to our assumption.
Claim 3. M is a gap cover for G.
Proof of Claim 3. By inspection of the construction and from Claim 2 we infer

that the construction passes through all stages s = 0; 1; : : :. Thus Claim 1 shows
that the delayed simulation M of has in nitely many blocks and Claim 3
implies that each block of M contains some block of G, that is, M is a gap cover
for G.
ut
Now, using similar methods as in the proof of the Cover Lemma, we show the
Coding Lemma 79.

Lemma 79 - Coding lemma. Let A0 ; A1; : : : be a sequence of uniformly recursive sets and let G be a gap language. Let M be a simulation class which
contains all nite sets and where the structure (M; ) is a subalgebra of (2! ; ).
Then there are sets R0; R1; : : : in M and a gap language M in M such that
 The set M is a gap cover for G.
 For all i and k in !, and for all x in block s of M holds Ri(x) = Ai (s).
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Recall that the sets Ri are uniformly recursive, because the sets Ai are and due
to the second condition in the conclusion of the coding lemma. Recall further
that the point of the coding lemma is that it yields delayed simulations Ri of
the sets Ai which are \synchronized" via the gap language M, that is, for all i
and s the set Ri is constant on the block s of M and has the value Ai (s) there.
The proof of the coding lemma relies on the same idea as the proof of Lemma
66, but is combinatorially more involved.
Proof. For a given gap language M, we denote blocks number 0; 2; 4; : :: as even
blocks of M and likewise the remaining blocks of M are denoted as odd. It is
sucient to show that given M, G, and A0 ; A1; : : : as in the premise of the
coding lemma, there is a gap language M in M and sets S1 ; S2; : : : in M where
rstly, M is a gap cover for G, and secondly
(i) for all x in an odd block s of M and for all i in ! we have S2i+1 (x) = Ai (s),
(ii) for all x in an even block s of M and for all i in ! we have S2i+2 (x) = Ai (s),
that is, for every i, the set S2i+2 is constant on each even block of M and attains
on these blocks the values Ai (0); Ai (2); Ai(4); : : :, respectively, and a similar
remark holds for the sets S2i+1 and the odd blocks of M. Given sets M and
S1 ; S2; : : : as above, we let
Ri := (S2i+1 \ M) [ (S2i+2 \ M) ;
where due to M being closed under complement, we assume M(0) = 0, that is,
M is the union of its odd blocks. By assumption on the sets Sk , the sets Ri satisfy
the second condition required in the coding lemma, and further the sets Ri are
in M, because M and the set Sk are, and because M is a subalgebra of (2! ; ).
Note that it is actually sucient to show that there are sets Sk which satisfy
condition (i) and (ii) for almost all x, because by assumption the subalgebra M
contains all nite sets and is hence c.f.v.
We denote by j row j of a partial characteristic function , that is, j
denotes the partial characteristic function which maps x to (hx; j i). We let r
be a recursive function such that for all e the number r(e; j) is an index for row
j of 'e , and we let M be a simulation class via a function sim such that 'sim(e)
is a delayed simulation of 'e whenever 'e (0) is equal to 0.
Similar to the proof of the cover lemma, we give an e ective enumeration
of the graph of a partial characteristic function where by Remark 84, in the
speci cation of we use an index e where = 'e . In the speci cation of this
enumeration, we will refer by to the nite partial characteristic function the
graph of which has already been enumerated, and likewise we will refer by j to
row j of this intermediate partial characteristic function. For the index e given
to the construction, we let
Sk := 'sim(r(e;k)) and M := S0 = 'sim(r(e;0)) ;
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The Construction

? Initially, the partial functions

j

all have empty domain

Stage s of the Construction
initialize row(s)
for all k in fj 2 ! : 1  j  s and j + s is oddg
if A[k div 2] (s ? 1) 6= A[k div 2] (s + 1) then
compare(0,k)
close block(k)
compare(k,0)
cover some block of G
close block(0)

Fig.2. The construction of the sets M and Sk .
that is, for all k  0 the set Sk , which we informally denote as row k, is a delayed
simulation of row k of 'e . Note that thus for any given index e the meaning of M
and Sk is xed ahead of the construction. In the veri cation of the construction
we then show, under the assumption that the index e used in the construction is
indeed an index for the function constructed, that the sets M and S1 ; S2; : : :
have the required properties.
The construction is shown in Fig. 2. Before we formally verify the construction, we give an informal description of stage s of the construction. Like in the
veri cation of the cover lemma, at any stage of the construction, we denote
block maxdom( k ) as the open block of Sk . We assume that s is even, while
the considerations for the symmetric case where s is odd are basically the same.
During stage s, rst row s is initialized, and then we consider all rows k  s
where k is odd. We have to ensure that for all such k the sets Sk do not have
a block-change in an odd block of M. Further, if we let i be equal to k div 2,
then in case Ai (s ? 1) di ers from Ai (s + 1), the set Sk must have exactly one
block-change within block s of M, while in case Ai (s ? 1) is equal to Ai (s + 1),
the set Sk must not have a block-change within block s of M. In the latter case,
we leave k untouched, and otherwise we enforce the necessary block change by
rst forcing the open block of Sk to extend beyond the minimum of the open
block of M, then closing the open block of Sk , and then extending the open
block of M beyond the minimum of the (new) open block of Sk . This extensions
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Some subroutines

? The following two routines are the same as in Fig. 1
? with replaced by j and 0 , respectively
close the open block(j )
m:= max dom( j )
j (m + 1):=1 ? j (m)
cover some block of G
z := minfi 2 ! : bn(M; i) = max dom( 0)g
y:=z
while fz; : : : ; yg does not contain some block of G
if M (y) = M (y + 1) then y:=y + 1
initialize row(k)
k (0):=0
if A[k div 2] (s) = 1 then
compare(k,0)

k

(1):=1

compare(k,l)
y:= minfi 2 ! : bn(Sl ; i) = max dom( l )g
z := minfi 2 ! : bn(Sk ; i) = max dom( k )g
while y 6 z
if Sl (y) = Sl (y + 1) then y:=y + 1

Fig. 3. Some subroutines used in the construction of the sets M and Si .
are handled by the procedure compare, where by an invocation compare(k,l) we
force the open block of Sl to contain an element which is greater or equal to the
least element in the open block of Sk . Finally, we ensure that the open block of
M contains some block of G and close the open block of M.
Claim 1. Every call to close the open block and to cover some block of G during

the construction results in a terminating computation.

Proof of Claim 1. The assertion is immediate in the case of the former procedure, while in the case of cover some block of G the argument is basically the

same as for the corresponding claim in the proof of Theorem 66.
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In the remainder of the proof, we will use the following notation: a set I extends
beyond the minimum of a set J i we have minJ  x for some x in I.
Claim 2. Assume that on a call compare(k,l) during the construction we have
mk := maxdom( k ) and ml := maxdom( l ): :
Then this call results in a terminating computation and block ml of Sl extends
beyond the minimum of block mk of Sk .
Proof of Claim 2. Similar to the case of the procedure cover some block of G we
obtain that on entering compare, y and z are indeed set to the minimal elements

in the open blocks of row k and l, respectively. Obviously, if the while loop is
eventually left, then block ml of Sl extends beyond the minimum of block mk of
Sk . Now, assuming that the while loop is never left, we infer that and a fortiori
row l of will never be altered afterwards, and consequently, the open block of
row l is in nite and y goes to in nity, that is, the while loop is eventually left,
contrary to our assumption.
Claim 3. The construction passes through in nitely many stages.
Proof of Claim 3. Immediate from the construction and by Claims 1 and 2.
Claim 4. The set M is a gap cover for G.
Proof of Claim 4. As for Claim 3 in the proof of Theorem 66 where is replaced

with 0 .

We say that the n-th block-change of some set C occurs within some set I i
the set C has at least n + 1 blocks and the maximum of block n of C and the
minimum of block n + 1 are both in I.
Claim 5. Let C and D be sets, and let I be some block of D. If block n of C
extends beyond the minimum of I and I extends beyond the minimum of block
n + 1 of C, then the n-th block-change of C occurs within I.
Proof of Claim 5. The claim is immediate by the de nition of the concepts in-

volved.

Claim 6. For all k, s, n in ! where 0 < k  s the number n + 1 enters the

domain of k during stage s i the n-th block-change of Sk occurs in block s of
M.
Proof of Claim 6. We show rst that if n + 1 enters the domain of k during

stage s  k, then the n-th block-change of Sk occurs in block s of M. In case n+1
enters the domain of k during stage s, this is due to a call close the open block(k)
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in the body of the if statement. So this call is preceded by a call compare(0,k),
and is followed by a call compare(k,0) where on both calls maxdom( 0 ) is equal
to s, and maxdom( k ) is equal to n and n+1 on the rst and on the second call,
respectively. Then, if we let I be equal to block s of M, we obtain by Claim 4
that block n of Sk extends beyond the minimum of I and that in turns I extends
beyond the minimumof block n+1 of Sk . Thus, we infer by Claim 5 that the n-th
block-change of Sk occurs in I. Conversely, if n+1 does not enter the domain of
k then Sk does not have an n-th block-change, and if n + 1 enters the domain
of k during some stage s0 di erent from s, then by the above argument, the
n-th block-change of Sk occurs in block s0 of M and not in block s.
Claim 7. For all k in !, there occurs at most one block-change of Sk in each

block of M.

Proof of Claim 7. Immediate from Claim 5 and the construction, because at
each stage at most one element enters the domain of any k .
Claim 8. For all k, s, i in ! where k  s and i is equal to k div 2, the set Sk

has a block-change in block s of M i k + s is odd and Ai (s ? 1) di ers from
Ai (s + 1).
Proof of Claim 8. It is obvious from the construction that some element enters

the domain of k during stage s  k i k + s is odd and Ai (s ? 1) di ers from
Ai (s + 1). So the assertion follows by Claim 6.
Claim 9. For each i in !

 for almost all x in an odd block s of M we have S2i+1 (x) = Ai (s),
 for almost all x in an even block s of M we have S2i+2 (x) = Ai (s).
Proof of Claim 9. We show the assertion for the odd block and leave the similar

proof for the even blocks to the reader. Let k = 2i + 1 for some i  0 and
consider stage k of the construction. During the procedure initialize row row k
of is changed such that k (maxdom( k )) is equal to Ai (s), and by the call of
the procedure compare and Claim 2 follows that block s of M extends beyond
the minimum of the open block of Sk . Now, the assertion follows by an easy
induction argument, because for each odd block s = 2j + 1 > k we have by
Claim 8 that either Ai (s ? 1) is equal to Ai (s + 1) and there occurs no blockchange of Sk within the blocks s ? 1, s, and s + 1 of M, or Ai (s ? 1) di ers from
Ai (s + 1) and there occurs exactly one block-change of Sk within block s of M,
but none within the blocks s ? 1 and s + 1.
ut
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